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2 
Dr. Maurice Armstrong was one professor at 
Ursinus kids could talk to-really get to know. Ask 
anyone. He probably spent as much time and 
concern counseling bio majors as he did those of 
history. Students were people to him. 
There was no such thing as a conventional history 
course in his repertoire. Freshmen loved his lectures, 
upperclassmen gladly struggled w ith his Ren and 
Ref or History of Art, and this fall, the College's first 
course in the Fine Arts, inaugurated under his leader-
ship, was mobbed with devoted participants. An 
"artist-in-residence" appointment, and a studio 
facility for student work in the plastic and pictorial 
arts were to follow in his plans as notable yet natural 
expansions of Ursinus' developing curriculum. 
Dr. Armstrong expected us to think clearly and to 
combine our accumulated knowledge with the 
highest standards of performance so that we might 
move with greater confidence and usefulness in the 
world. 
Well, what does all this mean? Who was this 
man? Someone you would label a good guy. 
Someone who represented what each of us should 
try to be. Someone whose blend of truth and tact, 
candor and kindness, wisdom and wit gained him 
respect that nothing will ever remove. It is out of 
this sense of fondest love and respect, and out of 
the belief that he will be a model for all of us, that 
we dedicate this, the 1968 RUBY, to Dr. Maurice W. 
Armstrong . 
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September 1967, the Routine begins 
anew. Vestiges of summer-shifts and 
sneakers, tans and bare toes-are re-
luctant to let go. The frosh figure it 
out in duplicate, while upperclassmen 
reunite. 
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"SIX books for 
ONE course?" 
II 
Saturdays at Ursinus mean football 
whether or not it's a special occasion. 
~ ____ ~ ___ 13 
Backing the Bears 


Unity of Shreiner's girls, observations from Derr steps, 
meeting places everywhere-why should a building 
mean mere campus geography? 
17 
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Wismer's candidly eloquent kitchen 

23 

25 
Monday morning. We still call it 
"ChapeL" 
Not cutting class-you did the 
reading . 
Day students luxuriate in Bom-
berger basement. 
Late afternoon lab and 
evening talk. 
Then to study. 
The sum of one day. 
27 
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Well into the Routine 
pause to react. 
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SAHADHEVAN AMARASINGHAM 
Political Science 
DAVID LEE ALLEBACH, JR . 
LEROY G. ADAMS 
ALEXIS C. ANDERSON 
LEROY G. ADAMS 
Political Science Alpha Phi Epsilon 
Alpha Phi Omega 
" Lee" . . . " Where's the next tee?" ... Cub and Key ... 
3 years in Bok ... "Where?" ... " Leadership, friendship and 
what(!) pledge?" ' " band pres .... brings back Gene . .. 
Law or Uncle. 
DAVID LEE ALLEBACH, JR. 
Political Science Delta Pi Sigma 
" Dave" .. . Big Bill's buddy ... Supply Management ... 
European travel .. . true sportsman in all respects ... " Esquire" 
· .. " How much does it pay?" ... Messiah senioritis ... 
D.S. U.S.G.A. rep .... "A well lai d plan is ever to my mind 
prolitab le"-Hart 
ALEXIS C. ANDERSON 
English 
" Lex" ... U.C. in 31/2 ... North Penn .. . April 27 wedding 
· .. Dean's list and Who's Who . . . President-Whitians, 
PSEA, English Club . .. " That dewhead!" ... likes Stuart, 
Shakespeare, and shopping .. . " All thin gs exce llent are as 
difficult as they are rare."-Spinoza 
AINSLIE I. ARMSTRONG 
Fre nch 
" Lee" 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
" La nature es t un temple oude vivante piliers 
Laissant parfois sortir de confuses paroles; 
L'homme y passe a travers des fo rets de symboles 
Qui I'observent avec des rega rds lamiliers." 
-Baudel aire 
MARGUERITE CONSTANCE ATK INSON 
German Tau Sigma Gamma 
" Margie" ... On the green side 01 Beardwood 213 ... 
Stuttgart-sieben und sechzig ... Psych 1, 1 ... "Y" Pres. 
· .. iced tea ... from A to Z ... " Immer wenn du meinst 
es geht mehr, kommt von irgendwo ein lichlen her."-
ROBERT WILLIAM AYRES, JR. 
Psychology 
ROBERT L. BARRETT 
Elisabe th Lupker.Franck 
Biology Alpha Phi Omega 
" p," ... caudo-pubo-ischio-tibialis ... Beethoven's 7th and 
Karavan ... one-second shave and shower ... Medical school. 
AINSLIE I. ARMSTRONG MARGUERITE C. ATKINSON 
ROBERT WILLIAM AYRES, JR. 
HARRIET M. AXLER Romance Languages 
ROBERT L. BARRETT 
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JOHN JEROME BASCO 
ANDREW E. BECK DAVID W. BAKER Religion 
RICHARD J. BEHENNA GARY R. BERMAN KAY MARIE BERGSTRESSER 
JOHN JEROME BASCO 
Economics Zeta Chi 
"Jerry" .. . flying one way or another .. . Kathy . .. Poly 
of Roly a nd Poly . .. "J .J ." . .. 447 Homecoming Quee n '67 
. . . Chaplain Emporium Club .. . crabs .. . afte rnoon te le· 
vision . . . ZX flanke r . . . Ha rvest Moon sabbat ical . . . 
RIOPAN. 
A NDREW E. BECK 
Economics 
IIGinoll • •• one chance ... Gamma Omega Rho . .. " But I 
like my sideburns" . .. Morning Dew Zen ... Grapes of Rathe 
. . . Blue Mere ... " Don' t rebel-infiltrate." 
RICHARD J.BEHENNA 
Biology 
GARY R. BERMAN 
Mathematics 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Delta Pi Sigma 
President Delta Pi ... President Interf raternity Council. 
KAY MARIE BERGSTRESSER 
Mathematics Phi Alpha Psi 
Love that blue blazer ... head majorett e ... trips to R.P.1. 
. .. Urs inus in th ree .. . Mess iah ... Phi Tau pin .. . 
Ou ija anyone? . .. helped initiate 640 ... " Did you set 
your hair?" ... "J ust let us live the life we love"-C. Kuhns 
LAWRENCE DAVID BERNSTEIN 
Biology 
PHYLLIS MARY BLANCHARD 
English 
The long awa ited dream of a degree in Engl ish soon to be 
realized .. . home, husband , and three children ... No one 
said it would be easy, but the reward is great ... "The 
reward of a thing well done is to have done it."-Emerson 
PHYLLIS MARY BLANCHARD 
LAWRENCE D. BERNSTEIN 
DONALD G. BAKER Classjcs 
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JAMES P. BLORE, JR . G ILBERT A LAN BOLITHO 
JAN E A. BARTH Chemis try 
JEA N BON KOSKI 
JAMES P. BLORE, JR. 
Biology Alpha Phi Epsilon 
"Jim" . .. and now w e' ll concentrate on . .. Yes, Mr. 
Pledgemaster Dean, Sir ... Oh, those mixers . .. Swea ting 
Sta ll ion .. . three years in Bok . . . Curtain Club Pres . . .. 
Med . school ... all righ ty. 
GILBERT ALAN BOLITHO 
Biology 
" Gil" . . . p lays cl assica l gui tar, but " I can't read music" .. . 
rock parties . .. " look it" ... perpetual p ipe puffer .. . 
"Music has charms to tame the savage beast."-Cong reve 
JEAN BONKOSKI 
English 
Tennis anyone? .. . p roprieto r of TV room . . . likes h_ 
fudge sundaes, old movies, going barefoot ... "No, I will 
not have my hair st raightened!" . .. " Did you say a com· 
prehensive?" .. . Pennbrook student teacher ... love those 
kids! 
SAMUEL J . BERNSTEIN Sociology and 
Political Science 
GARY S. BRONSON A. ALAN BOnO 
KENNETH W. BOSLER 
Economics Delta Pi Sigma 
"lizard" ... Affectionately called " Baaby" lover of 
good times ... never lacking a cliche ... " I hear it's all a 
rum or" . .. lynne. 
A. ALAN BOnO 
Economics 
GARY S. BRONSON 
History 
A CM P'er turned trai tor . . . frustrated polit icia n of U.C .. .. 
Th e whist le r .. . COMSAF ... research pape rman .. . Break-
fast Club ... fe ather bedding in the night school office . .. 
"Wisdom is not additive; its maximum is that of the wisest 
man in a given group,lI- Hein lein 
BARBARA F. BRUNO 
Mathema tics Alpha Sigma Nu 
" Bobbie" ... " Got the key, Sheba?" . .. Bermuda ... 
Swizzl es and Gr's ... how luggage will travel . .. Snippy 
p ledge . . . true red and grey . . . blue ticket girl .. . The 
American way . 
KENNETH· W, BOSLER 
BARBARA F. BRUNO 
43 
A 
JOHN REYNOLDS BUCKLEY 
JOHN REYNOLDS BUCKLEY 
Economics 
" Buck" ... "Take your car, I'll drive" ... Christmas tree 
hunting ... night talk .. . snooze ala rm ... middle room 
. .. see you Sunday night ... Gabel and Pool ... 150,000 
miles ... the shore organizer ... director. 
DAVID K. BURKHARDT 
Psychology 
"Dave" ... Psych Club ... guitar player iazz ... "There 
was a man, who built a boat, to sail away and it sank."-
Snodgrass 
SUZANNE ELAINE BUTLER 
Biology Kappa Delta Kappa 
" Sue" ... mouse of the rats .. . "Coffee? You're too late" 
. .. 4 friends in the group ... KD's V.P. ... organic chem 
at 4 A.M. ' " Stauffer Basement Greenhouse . .. Supply 
1, 2, 3, 4 '" eggs at the diner. 
MICHAEL E. CALLAHAN 
Biology Zeta Chi 
" Duke" ... Mag Men ... funky Broadway ... member of 
P.J .'s ... rotten roommate . .. rotten minutes ... rotten 
breath (pipe type) ... Duke of York ... much · soul 
like to be a Day student ... often mistaken for Waz. 
CAROLYN ANN CARL 
English Kappa Delta Kappa 
" Chic'en" ... KD treasurer "Would you like to say 
a few words to the mike?" Desmu pres. . .. the Big 
"W" .. . "Not before noon!" .. . a year late ... The Group 
... lover of "pleasant community living-??" 
CLIVE L. CARNEY 
Mathematics 
" Clive" ... Track team ... Quien Sabe? '" " And I will 
friend you, if I may, In the dark and cloudy day."-Housman 
THOMAS ANTHONY CASSANO 
Mathematics 
" Tom" ... Wishes he were heaven's gift to women ... wish-
es he were a better student ... wishes he were perfect ... 
card player ... " A man whose actions speak louder than 
his words-very softly."-Gerold Miller 
JEANETTA R. BICKING Chemistry 
DAVID K. BURKHARDT 
SUZANNE ELAINE BUTLER 
CLIVE L. CARNEY 
THOMAS ANTHONY CASSANO 
MICHAEL E. CALLAHAN CAROLYN ANN CARL 
ADELE P. BOYD Health and Physical 
Education 
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GAYLE A. BYERLY English 
GORDON H. CAWTHRAY, JR. 
Political Science Delta Pi Sigma 
"Slim" ... " First of the Worst" apprentice to pork 
chop and the Tasmania n Devil ... poke r fish ' " Somer's 
Point fugitive ... too tall for the Army . .. sca rs an d memo 
ories ..• " Everything is for the best in th is best of all pos· 
sible worlds."-Voltaire 
THOMAS E. CHILCOTT 
English 
KATHERINE JAYNE CLARK 
English 
"Kathi" . . . pink, poodles and poetry ... Hobson originals 
. .. adventu res with Hardy ... Messiah ... enjoyment in 
English-Christophe ... " Let us seek something that is a good 
in more than appearance-something that is solid, constant and 
more beautiful in its more hidden part."-Seneca 
GORDON H. CAWTHRAY, JR. 
THOMAS E. CHILCOTT 
KATHERINE JAYNE CLARK 
PAMELA J. CLARK 
WESLEY C. CLYMER Engli sh 
DIAN E BOSCH COATES NANCY E. COLEMAN 
LUCI N DA JOCELYN COMLY 
PAMELA J. CLAR K 
English 
"Pam" ... from Syracuse University ... Cape Cod waitress 
... planning M.A. in spec. ed .... likes colored pens, music, 
art, white water canoeing . 
DIANE BOSCH COA TES 
English 
"Bosch" .. . lette rs from Viet Nam ... MRS. before B.A. 
"blappety·blap" ... Oklahoma bound . . . "expert" seam· 
stress ... ca r with a persona lity . . . "Ou t, damn spot!" 
Day Study Pres. ... " Happiness is being ab le to reach the 
doorknob."-Schulz 
NANCY E. COLEMAN 
Economics 
Whitians ... 3 years with Sue ... lost ha lf a room ... S.T. 
at C·T ... badminton ... Snoopy .. . econ maior and 
A'\1erican rail roads? ... many math courses . .. grad school 
. .. "No p roblem is so big or so complica ted tha t it can' t 
be run away from."-Schulz 
LUCINDA JOCELYN COMLY 
French 
"Cindy" '" ''I' ll study tomorrow" ... escaped a semester 
early ... Shreine r g irl at hea rt ... no French courses ... 
the tufted crane '" je m'ennvie!! ... I'm forever waiting 
tables . .. addicted to coke ... grad school. 
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ROBERT L. COMPTON, JR. EILEEN JULIA CORNELL 
ALFRED L. CREAGER Rel igion 
48 
ROBERT L. COMPTON, JR. 
German Alpha Ph i Epsilon 
" Buggsy" . . . APE's Pres . . . . basketball capta in and MVP 
. .. Bobbi's Bobby ... Spring IF w ith " kid" - in high blacks 
. .. Joe's foster son ... Cleon's Aide-de-camp ... 14 "d's" 
after 2 months . . . always sober and out of trouble ... 
" Klepto" ... "Smile, smile and be a villain" -Shakespeare 
EILEEN JULIA CORNELL 
Chemistry Kappa Delta Kappa 
" Leen" ... Super Pledge escapades at Shreiner . . . 
sussy sittin' . .. No-Doz and many all-nighters . . . the d iner 
at 4 A.M. good listener .. . many muffed chem labs .. . 
-indecision . .. liThe weak in courage is strong in cunning.'.'-
Blake 
WAYNE RUSSELL CROMIE 
Economics Sigma Rho Lambda 
" Rooster" . .. always ready for a good time . .. serious if 
forced ... will be a legend in Sig Rho ... " How glorious 
it is-but also how painful-to be an exception."-Musset 
MARY MAZUR CUTHBERT 
History Tau Sigma Gamma 
Soccer fan '" honeymoon in the middle of student teaching 
. . . "Are you kidd ing me?" ... day student rep . .. . " I 
really know what I know" ... ten yea rs with P.J . . .. math 
maior? .. . Mrs . Buzz. 
PETER JOHN D'ACHILLE 
Political Science Zeta Chi 
"Dach" . . . " Isn't that nice" ... uncontested member of the 
No-Letter Club .. • sings w ith the P.J.'s . . . 3 years at 
quarterback ... football co-captain ... ZX's Bod . 
RICHARD W. DALTON 
Politica l Science 
" Rich" ... " Known to live a haphazard existence, th e only 
consistent quality be ing his desire to try to be understanding ." 
.. . Focus . .. IRC .. . "Trut h is vague, effort is not." 
WAYNE RUSSELL CROMIE 
J. DOUGLAS DAVIS History 
MARY MAZUR CUTHBERT 
PETER JOHN D'ACHILLE RICHARD W. DALTON 
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GEOFFREY DOLMAN English 
SUSAN J. DECKER LINDA R. DETTERY 
50 
JOHN BRADEN DARRAH, II 
K. THOMAS DEAN, JR. 
JOHN BRADEN DARRAH, II 
Economics 
" Chief" .. . M.G.Z . . . , amwell resident ... ties and starched 
white shirts . .. Hepplewhite . .. early bird ... Ruby rul e r 
· . . "Stand like a firm towe r that neve r shakes its top for 
blowing of the winds ."-Dante 
K. THOMAS DEAN, JR. 
Economics Sigma Rho La mbda 
Alpha Phi Omega 
" Man Mounta in" ... Mr. President ... potent ially great 
athlete ... 3 years as proctor and dishwasher ... Shine's 
student government ... Whatley's boy . . , 2-frat man 
· . . "Was it worth it?1I 
SUSAN J. DECKER 
" Sue" ... band secretary . .. 21 st in Europe . . , freshman 
yea r on the Hill . . . candle power . . . S.T. at C-T ... Nancy 
for 3 . . . Waiter 2, 3, 4 . . . " The Drug isn't safe anymore" 
· .. breakfast, again? ... " Though I'm always in haste, I'm 
never in a hurry."-Wesley 
LINDA RUTH DETTERY 
Political Science Tau Sigma Gamma 
" Dead-Tree" ... Sieb's secretary Messiah, Meis ters ingers, 
Pi Nu Epsilon ... On the green side of Beardwood II 
A Whit ian '" Sue, Marge, Ruth, Gretchen ... " But , I like 
economics" . . . roll those eye.! . .. Mack. 
ANNE LOUISE DETWILER BARRY LLOYD DICKEY 
ANNE LOUISE DETWILER 
Mathematics Phi Alpha Psi 
IIA nnie" ... Clamer clan ... Commuter soph . ... Pre-med? 
... Well, I'm tired! ... Accident prone?! ." Bongo board and 
mixers ,. . Friday Happy Hour '" Pals I will remember . . . 
" little th ings console us, because little things afflicl."-Pascal 
BARRY LLOYD DICKEY 
Health and Physical Education Alpha Phi Epsilon 
" Orfox" '" leg admirer ,., shirt tails out ... one of the 
girls (Clamer) . , . jitterbug". cockiest APE. ,. Ph i Ps i rush-
er ,., biggest shoulder on campus " , The Foxes: life of the 
party . , ' baseball MVP '" varsiTY dishwasher '" apathy 
forever. 
RICHARD DENNIS DiEUGENIO 
Political Science Zeta Chi 
" DiEu" ... "Truth , justice and the American way" ... Sieb 
in '72 .,' Fircroft house mothe r .. , #66 'in your prog ram, 
# 1 in you r hear t '" last of the Chin Club ." Dean's lis ter 
. " " Rest satisfied with doing well, and leave others to talk 
of you as they please,"-Pythago ra s 
RICHARD DENNIS DI EUGENIO 
FOSTER L, DENNIS Mathematics 
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LANCE K. DISKAN HELEN DIANE DIX SANDRA LEE DONAHUE 
BARBARA LOPEZ DOUGHTY 
MELVYN H. EHRLICH English 
52 
JAMES WILSON FERGUSON History 
STEWART ROSS DOUGHTY PHYLLIS ANNE DUGAN 
LANCE K. DISKAN 
English 
" lance" ... diner at 1 A.M. ... likes Peanuts, poet ry, Dylan 
Thomas . .. hates conserva tism and hypocrisy . . , III am a man, 
and nothing which rela tes to ma n can be a matter of unconce rn 
to me."-Te rrence 
HELEN DIANE DIX 
Biology Phi Alpha Psi 
IIDixiell •• • f irst Phi Psi senior V .P. ... last of the Freel and 
wai tresses .. . hair cu ts, dancing lessons anyone? ... Zetan 
fan .. . lion collection . . . Sandman and Bird land .. . " Go 
Bea rs" . . . WHAT ... turtle it , Baby! ... Roa r. 
SANDRA LEE DONAHUE 
English Alpha Sigma Nu 
Summer in Europe . .. R.J.W ,'s secretary . .. daisies ... 
"Just you w ait !" ... Messia h maste ry '" June ... Dave 
Winchest er Cath edral under snow . .. d ay student ioys 
· .. "Si lence is more eloq ue nt than word ."-Carl yle 
BARBARA LOPEZ DOUGHTY 
Biology Phi Alpha Psi 
" Barb" ... Ellie's Pal . . . long hours in the lab ... struggled 
and cried through CMP . . . lots of letters from Scotland ... 
"Can two live as cheaply as one?" 
STEWART ROSS DOUGHTY 
Histor y 
"Ross i' ... individualist . .. family man . .. "Where's Barb?" 
· . . secretive library luncher ... two left feet on the dance 
floor (Oops, excuse me!) ... "When I was in Scotland ... " 
PHYLLIS ANNE DUGAN 
En glish Tau Sigma Gamma 
" Ph yl" ... 4 year Tau Sigger " Dow n from the hill with 
a bag of tri cks" ... with P. Eaves on the green side of 
Bea rdwood II . . . green money bag ... cheerleader? 
e rstw hile hockey player . . . l ehigh-a certain Delt . .. Bill 
and Ph yl ... Jul y 6, 1968. 
JAMES H. EARHART 
Psychology Alpha Phi Omega 
" Erk" ... APO Pres. . .. Ruby ... " Wa nna buy an ad?" 
· . . "real teache r" ... Met ha cton .. . Shine's . .. Brad 's as-
sistant " Psychology is all common sense." ... grad 
school? ... Blair is the school. 
JAMES H. EARHART 
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GEORGE EASTBURN, JR. 
GEORGE W . HARTZELL German 
JOHN F. ESPENSHADE, JR. 
JAN ICE RUTH EVERLY VIRGINIA McMASTER FARRINGTON 
CHARLES E. FIELDING, JR. CHARITY DAWN FINKBINER MARTIN JEROLD FLEISHMAN 
GEORGEEASTBURN,JR. 
Political Science Delta Pi Sigma 
" Bud" ... Came as basketball and phys. ed. type ... 
liked by others ... loved by Delta Pi (fraterna ll y) ... changed 
identities . .. left with a mind of his own . . . "Man is tired 
tonight, I am sorry,"-Isongas 
JOHN F. ESPENSHADE, JR. 
Philosophy Delta Pi Sigma 
Alpha Phi Omega 
"Jack" ... many thanks to Nancy Are English Fords rea lly 
any good? . .. too much T.V.? ... " And you' re goi ng to be 
a minister?" ... " You cannot judge any man beyond your 
knowl edge of him, and how small is your knowledge."-
Gibran 
JAN ICE RUTH EVERLY 
Mathematics Alpha Sigma Nu 
" Jan'" .. . 944 ... Par li amentaria n? . . . Stauffe r 2 .. . 
wa itress .. . chape l checker ... GH ... Mary Poppins .. . 
Pooky ... " Kief-e r-r!" ... " Wanna see my sca r?" .. . Bruce 
James ... red and silver sh ini ng. 
VIRGINIA McMASTER FARRINGTON 
History 
" Ginny" ... good worker . . . triple responsibi lity-student, 
wife, earner ... "Gentleness is a divine trait, nothing is so 
strong as gentleness, and nothing is so gentle as real 
strengfh."-Sockman 
CHARLES E. FIELDING, JR. 
Economics Alpha Phi Omega 
" Pug" '" 7F1469 ... usually sleeping .. . golf and scotch 
. .. Ruby moneyman .. . does anything for a dollar ... 
Curtis boarding house . . . " What, me worry?" 
CHARITY DAWN FINKBINER 
History Alpha Sigma Nu 
" Char" ... "What did you say your name was" ... Sig 
Nu's driver . . . smile and the world sm il es back ... Messiah 
GRM-CDF ... life 's so interesting ... Pottsg rove S.T. 
. .. " Don't give me a bag!" '" Jul y 1968- Char a nd Gar. 
MARTIN JEROLD FLEISHMAN 
Biology 
" Marty" ... 724 ... Christmas Carolling ... frustrated math 
major ... Agency moneyman . .. roomed wi th Foulmouth ... 
Bok ( not Isenberg! ) ... switch to bio. pre-med .. . Jefferson 
bound ... Bud 's . . . Mic ... 3 points! .. . Pam ... " Yours 
is not to reason why, yours is but to do or die."-R.S .H. 
KEITH J. HARDMAN Philosophy and Relig ion 
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EBERHARD H. GEIGER German 
RONALD R.I CHARD FRANTZ 
PHYLLIS ALBERTA FOLK 
PH YLLIS A LBERTA FOLK 
Biology 
HARVEY R. FORMAN 
" Phyl" . . . Pi Nu Epsilon '" misspelled words ' " rock-
a-bye baby .. . "She's a bio major." '" an open book .. . 
why Linda? ... J im who? .. . priceless . .. persevere . . . 
pugnacious . .. "R.C." '" sew ... " . . . he will wipe 
every tear from their eyes, and death sha ll be no mo re ... " 
-Revelations. 
HARVEY R. FO RMAN 
Chemistr y 
" Harv" '" " The present tempera ture at the Eger Gateway is 
... " . . . "Think he'll hit today?" ... Get you r ca r Ralph 
-it's pork chops ton ig ht! ... Weekly commuter ... Temple 
Medica l School ... " Do not talk with a man fa lsely ... "_ 
Amen-em-Opet 
RONALD RI CHARD FRANTZ 
Biology Alpha Phi Omega 
" Ron" ... APO's moneyman ... med school in theory-
farmer at heart .. . usually talking to someone else's girl 
. .. f loor mopping 1, 2, 3, 4 a way wi th women . .. a 
friend to everyone .. . " Life has no blessing like a prudent 
friend ." -Euripides. 
CHARLOTTE ANN FROST 
RAYMOND V. GURZYNSKI Health and 
Physical Education 
CHARLES E. FRYER JOHN LANDIS GABEL 
ARTHUR HENRY GERBER 
CHARLOTTE ANN FROST 
Ph ysics 
"Char" ... Homemaker of the Physics Dept. ... Commuting 
long distance from Wellesley . .. "But it 's such a stupid 
rule!" '" Outing Club, rain or shine .. . Of course we only 
looked at the stars, but just wait!! 
CHARLES E. FRYER 
Economics Beta Sigma Lambda 
"Chuck" . . . logical? . .. finally a car ... everything is 
cute . . . Dodgers and Packers ... shower shoes in Corp. 
Finance ... weight lifting-well, he tried . .. hint of abo 
stinence and the obnoxious ... " Value of life not connected 
with results but efforts." 
JOHN LANDIS GABEL Delta Mu Sigma 
Biology Alpha Phi Omega 
"Gabe" ... Scope cocktail ... wake me in 2 minutes ... 
Mane's assistant ... Dermapress bed ... " You name it, I'll 
mount it" ... rafting in the Perk ... What's a Gabel? . .. 
Omwellian Open ... "The most unhappy of all men is he 
who believes himself to be so."-Hume 
ARTHUR HENRY GERBER 
Biology 
"Art" ... a "doctor" doctor ... the all.dayer all·nighter ... 
"Untouchab les" viewer '" tanks and machine guns ... sum-
mer ca mp yea r·in yea r·out ... always ready for a nap ... 
z·z·z·z·z ... sha lom. 
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WILLIAM C. GIANNATTASIO RICHARD W. GIERMANN 
ROBERT PAUL GILMAN 
CAROL ANN GOOD 
WILLIAM C. GIANNATTASIO 
English Delta Mu Sigma 
" Gio" ... W-Mobile .. . " How can they expect us to do 
all this work?" . . . social student . .. with only one entry 
blank-a T.V.! . . . " In th e life of a young ma n th e most 
essential thing for happiness is the gift of friendship."-
Osler 
RICHARD W. GIERMANN 
Economics Delta Mu Sigma 
" Giers" ... Comeback of the yea r award ... suffice? . . . 
remainder of the " Devastating Duo" ' " F.B.I.'s favorite 
draft dodger . .. 5 years is a long time! ... "Conform and be 
dull."-Dobie 
ROBERT PAUL GILMAN 
I:fistory 
" Bob" .. . " Teach" . . . PSEA-pres. and veep ... student 
teaching ... dorm proctor ... first College Bowl team ... one 
of Hart ie's Heroes '" "Yes-engaged ." ... " Bostonians don't 
have accents." ... " History is the sum total of things tha t 
could have been avoided."-Konrad Adenauer. 
CAROL ANr~ GOOD 
English Phi Alpha Psi 
"Goodiell • •• Ph i Psi's energizer D.R.. .. Senior super-
waiter . . . " I'll start at midnight-All I want's a 601" ... 
Exposu re ! .. . " I never had a doubt!" ... 'Til death separating 
... " Never, for the sake of peace and quiet, deny your own 
expe rience or conviction."-Dag Hamma rskiold . 
RONALD E. HESS Chemistry 
DONALD RUSSELL GREEN 
PAMELA CLAIRE GREEN 
DONALD RUSSELL GREEN 
Biology 
"Don" ... 3 years with W.e. . . . Lordy! '" another shower 
with Sophia! . . . . "One of these days Curtain Club, Messiah, 
Madrigalisti and Meistersingers will all meet at the same time 
-then what?" . .. "Towering in the confidence of twenty·one" 
-Johnson 
PAMELA CLAIRE GREEN 
English 
" Pam" ... the mystery·woman of Ursinus .. . Club 132 ... 
European critic and victim ... the Rahns Hilton . .. the power 
of negative thinking . . . so near, but yet so far .. . "Hap. 
piness is an occasional episode in the d rama of pain."-Hardy 
SHARON LOUISE GROFF 
English 
IIYes, we have Messiah today,ll .. . Meisters ... liMy arm's 
tired" .. . Paisley 3 ... 7:15 breakfast ... Phoenixville Jun-
iors ... Pi Nu Pres . ... "Only an hour to get ready!" ... 
"I, at this time, saw blessings spread around me like a sea," 
-Wordsworth. 
JOHN J. HEILEMANN Physics 
SHARON LOUISE GROFF 
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HELEN S. JOHNSON Engl ish 
WILLIAM JONATHAN GROVE, JR. 
KENNETH R. GUISTWITE E. CLARICE HALL 
WILLIAM JONATHAN GROVE, JR. 
Political Science Beta Sigma Lambda 
"Shady" ... golf . .. 28V2 demerits ... M.D. Club and 225 
Club ... I.F. Council ... Betan's Pres. ... second home in 
the Supply ... " It ain't what you got, but what you can do 
with it." 
KENNETH R. GUISTWITE 
Biology 
" Ken" ... CMP ... Meistersinge rs at Bristol . .. Boggin' 
103 ... snowmobile . .. 4th Sparklers .. . 5 limp ones ... 
· . . Hill top, Twin Pines ... " I do or I will?? ... white 
water . .. H.J. and Temple ... Pi Nu Epsilon . 
E. CLARICE HALL 
Biology Omega Chi 
"Clancy" . .. barefooted psycho·biologist ... " I am not 
drunk; I'm drinking Coke!" .. . I Hate People Days .. . You 
Fox! . . . anothe r unbelievable situation ... pledging again 
senior year ... labs! ... " A man needs a little madness or 
else he never dares cut the rope and be free."-Kazantzakis 
RUTH L. HAMBURG 
Health and Physical Education 
" Hot Dog" . . . 2 years in Duryea '" "Get out, my hair's 
set" .. . isolated toothbrush ... Bill and the health book 
· .. acrobatics while traying at Valley Forge . . . European 
traveller . .. Miss Fl am . " Walabee's ... Buffy. 
DAVID B. HARBAUGH 
Biology Zeta Chi 
" Ace" ... Sultan ... Dual exhaust ... No Letter Club ... 
ZX's playmate .. . horrible, hairy, and inhuman?? ... swings 
a mean club ... " A hair on the head is worth two on the 
chest ."-Duke 
SUSAN J. HARTMAN 
French Tau Sigma Gamma 
" Hart" .. . On th e green side of Beardwood 213 ... Made-
moiselle Librarian .. . p .c. a nd iced t. pars ... Pledge Mistress 
· .. London, Paris, Venice . . . " II faut, dans ce bas monde, 
aimer beaucoup de choses, Pour savoir, apres tout, ce 
qu'on aime Ie mieux ."-Musset 
JOHN CHARLES HECKLES 
English Alpha Phi Omega 
" J ack" ... Bok Hall Mafia ... Two year sabbatical .. . 
dorm proctor ... Ernest Dowson Memorial Fan Club .. . 
Trees 101 with Spanky . . . "Ithaka gave you the splendid 
journey.11 
RUTH L. HAMBURG 
DAVID B. HARBAUGH 
GERALD H. HINKLE Ph ilosophy 
SUSAN J. HARTMAN 
ROBERT S. HOWARD Biology JOHN CHARLES HECKLES 
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J..? 
GEORGE WARD HERBERT 
History 
" No, I am noi a freshman!" .. . student teacher living with 
a rabbit? ... "What do you mean turn down the Hi-Fi?" ... 
part-time tuba player ... Feed the Plymouth ... made up my 
mind-George _.. " Silence gives consent."-Goldsmith 
GRETCHEN MYLER HOFFMAN 
English Tau Sigma Gamma 
Puritan heritage never to be forgotten ... the green side 
of Beardwood II .. , 3 years at the Libe . .. Preachah Naylah 
.. _ " If a man does not keep pace with his companions, 
perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer."-Thoreau 
ROSE MARY HOLLIDAY 
Mathematics 
Math Club V.P. ... P.S.E.A. _.. Right! _" "The love that 
is sweetest and purest has a kiss of desire on its lips."-O'Riley 
GEORGE WARD HERBERT 
CONRAD E. KRUSE Biology 
GRETCHEN MYLER HOFFMAN ROSE MARY HOLLIDAY 
ELISE A. HOPKINS DAVID P. HUNTER 
ELEANOR MacDONALD HYATT 
GORDON A. ISTENES 
ELISE A. HOPKI NS 
Biology Phi Alpha Psi 
" lise" . . . voted most likely to flunk CMP ... "What's the 
story he re?" ... Phi Psi's Record er ... the CCC and " O.K., 
Frosh" ... partial to the gold and blue ... maybe next 
year . .. "Activity and sadness are incompatible,lI-Bovee 
DA VID P. HUNTER 
Economics 
ELEANOR MacDONALD HYATT 
Biology Phi Alpha Psi 
" Ellie" . . . "What's there to eat?" .. . Always a bio maior 
. .. " Ou r biHe rest wine is always drained from crushed 
ideals."-St ringer ... Phi Psi's social director. 
GORDON A. ISTENES 
History 
H. llOYD JONES English 
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JOSEPH BYRON JENNINGS 
DAVID A. JARINKO 
SANDRA G. NARIN Russian 
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JEANNE L. JOHNSTON 
DAVID A. JARINKO 
Psychology 
WON YANG JUHNG 
JOSEPH BYRON JENNINGS 
" Joe" ... Last of the Leber Lepe rs . .. noise! What noise? 
. .. best closet on any campus ... Omega Rho Gamma ... 
Leberumfur with Beaver ... " Me! on th e roof?" .. . re-
served? ... Org! ... "... And things are not what they 
seem."-Longfellow 
JEANNE L. JOHNSTON 
Chemistry Alpha Sigma Nu 
"Jeanne" . .. YWCA ... '65 European traveller . . . Sig Nu's 
Sally Sweet lab assistant ... Butchie . .. Gentlemen pre· 
fer blondes ... spaghetti, ugh! ... Chem industry ... grad 
school, too .. . "Born to see, commanded to look, sworn 
to the tower, I am pleased with the world."-von Goethe 
WON YANG JUHNG 
Economics 
"Won" ... "Boys be ambitious" ... Korean Students As-
sociation ... "Your society needs many dedicated public 
servants." 
ELISE E. KABCENEL 
History 
" Raunchey" . . . Mad Bomber College Bowl who? ... 
Traumatic Tr io .. . Paisley 1 ... " Richard, don't blow th at 
trumpet!" . .. rumbles .. . Waldo fan .. . horses '" Roomie 
lives 21/2 floors up " Where's Flakey?" . . . "When you 
live in a madhouse, you have to yell a lot to keep sane."-
Gazza ra 
DAVID S. KAPLAN 
Political Science Delta Pi Sigma 
" O.K." . . . Human Relations Commission International 
Relation Club ... Focus editor . .. Law. 
LEHMAN EARL KAPP, JR. 
Mathematics 
"Skeeter" ... Bass drum ... Math Club Pres. ... Love that 
Ad. Calc. ' " Ed . courses-yech ... Electric flowers ... 
Bridge games during finals ... grad school (?) .•. "The 
most exciting reward a teacher can receive is to hear a 
child say, oh I get it!"-Kauffman 
ELISE E. KABCENEL DAVI D S. KAPLAN 
E. VERNON LEWIS Mathematics 
WALTER W. MARSTELLER Phys ics LEHMAN EARL KAPP, JR. 
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NANCY LOUISE KI EFER 
Che mistry Alpha Sigma Nu 
"Kief" ... Sig Nu's prexy experienced Fire Chief 
Stauffe r 2 crowd ... " Good morning, Admissions Office" ... 
Full social calenda r '" Frosh in 944 ... chem lab ... red 
and silver shining ... "For what are hopes but slender ropes 
fastened to our dreams?"-Buxbaum. 
CLAUDIA JANE KLEPPINGER 
He alth and Physical Educatio n 
Psychedelic room with Esmerelda ... "Yes, I am a phys· 
eder!" ... born to be a fish ... " That would be really easy 
to make" . .. V achel Lindsay fan . .. Say? ... " Let your love 
towards life be love towards your highest hope."- Neitzsche 
A NN E M . KI NN EY 
English O m e ga Chi 
"Amazing" ... Phi Upsilon Kappa ... Hobson's flames 0 
basement's hot wate r .. , Wid's key to everything ... "I'll 
stay up all night" ... battling Big Bill ... Dialogue ... 3 V2 
yea rs . 
STUART GEORGE KOCH 
Political Scie nce A lpha Phi Omega 
"Stu" . .. A.P.O. rec. sec. ... Yoohoo, boys? ... Fire Co. 
"Bea rs" . .. IIHow about a p izza, Frank?" ... brea kfast 
w ith Pam ... Cub and Key . . " Radders·up" ... " He tha t 
w ould govern others, first shou ld be the maste r of himsel f. " 
-Ma ss inge r 
ANNE M . KIN N EY 
STUART GEORGE KOCH 
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NANCY LOU ISE KIEFER CLA UDIA JAN E KLEP PINGER 
ANNETTE V . LUCAS Romance Lang uages 
BARRY WILLIAM KRAM 
JOHN JAY KRAVITZ 
ELLEMAY MILDRED KREISINGER 
AUGUST L. PEASTREL Psychology 
BA RRY WILLIAM KRAM 
Biology A lpha Phi Omega 
IIBarr" . .. " Here's to Alpha Phi Omega" ... once upon a 
ouija board, w.e. ... great times in Maples and Isenberg 
with Green, or is it black or brown ... "Worry much!" 
Messiah .. . "Smile!?" .. . New found happiness with a PAL 
. .. "See you in lab!" 
JOHN JA Y KRAV ITZ 
Biology A lpha Phi Omega 
B.N .O.e. ... worships the sex goddess .. . fears the "Bush 
God" ... O mwellia n . . . that screa m ... acciden t p rone? ... 
On, it was just g rr-ea t! ... "Me, Jewish?" ... Summer 
Blonde ... Michelob and Pizza . . . Vee p-3x . .. equest rian 
. .. " Youth is a blunder; manhood a struggle; old age a 
regret."-Disraeli 
ELLEMAY MILDRED KREISINGER 
Biology 
" Ellie" . .. Pi Nu Epsilon '" "but I can't read music" ... 
rumbles ... Roomie lives 2 '/2 floors dow n ... Roomie-
Babbit ' " Orga nic in 40 easy lessons ... EI-Bell . _. Tra u-
matic Trio '" "Whe re the re is despai r, hope."-Francis of 
Assisi 
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JAMES J. KYACK CAROL ANN LaBAR 
WILLIAM T. PARSONS History 
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SHEILA O'DARA LAMBERT 
RICHARD N . LANDIS 
JAMES J. KYACK 
History Zeta Chi 
" Yumper" ... Somf . . . MUF ... Studies too much ... Must 
make tha t 8 o'clock cl ass ... I'm diggiri' it ... Crooked yard 
marker ... sabba tical for one year ... return to fin is h 
strong .. . Got some fro m Ace ... with Ollie freshman year 
· .. engaged at dinner dance . 
CAROL ANN La BAR 
Mathematics Phi Alpha Psi 
"Labber" .. . student teaching ... Pi Nu Epsilon ... Meis· 
te r's reform movement ... Pais ley's fire warden .. . color· 
guard gunner ... Two years with Marilyn ... Paisley's suite 
· .. Buddy system .. . New roommate in June ... U.c. 
stat is t ic. 
SHEILA O'DARA LAMBERT 
Political Science Omega Chi 
" Chip" ... exe rcise with Chip economize wi th L.B .J. 
· .. eage r to se rve at H & H Villa nova hot line . . . 
"Sophisticated techniques" ... " 0 Chi, hold that pose" .. . 
"Beca u~e I have loved life , I shall have no sorrow to die ."-
Burr 
WILLIAM F. PHILIP Music 
CHARLES A. LEDBETTER LORETTA L. LEE 
RICHARD N. LANDIS 
Psychology 
"Dick" ... very married ... " Psychology can solve all the 
problems of the world!" .. . conscient ious student ... Psi 
Ch i ... grad school in clinical psychology .. . "lch ware 
nich ts, wenn ich bliebe, was ich bin!"-Clavigo 
CHARLES A. LEDBETTER 
Mathematics 
LORETTA L. LEE 
History 
" Loretta" .. . day student . . . history ed ucation major 
Pott sgrove S.T .. . . Messia h Chorus .. . P.S.E.A. ... " I don't 
believe it!" ... likes to sing ' " " He that hath patience may 
accomplish anything,lI-Rabelais 
PATRICIA FAITH LEOPOLD 
French Omega Chi 
" Pat" ' " Psychedelic room with Samantha never the same 
after Montreal . .. New Hope, Pennsylvania, Park .. . French 
Seminar-Miss Spiegel .. . I am a " Francophile." ... " Ro· 
manticism is the impulse to roam, and th e tender des ire to 
stay at home, a ll at the same time."-Mann 
PATRICI A FAI TH LEOPOLD 
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EMMA GERTRUDE LEVERING LEONARD STEVEN LICHTENSTEIN 
RAYMOND L. RAFETTO Economics 
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EMMA GERTRUDE LEVERING 
History 
" Em" ... From the Hill to Stauffer I ... Messiah . .. " Make 
sure I'm up early tomorrow, Bron!" ... P.S.E.A . ... battles 
with Psych ... 3 good yea rs with a Pal ... " It is when 
you give of you rse lf that you truly give."-Gibran 
LEONARD STEVEN LICHTENSTEIN 
Chemistry 
" Lenny" .. . Mid-Year Frosh ' " CMP Maior . . . afternoons 
wi th Schultz and Snyder .. . weekends in Philly ... one of 
L.V.D.'s boys ... Frid ay Grand Prix . . . Temple Med in 
September ... Janice Always ... " There is a soul of t ruth 
in error; th ere is a soul of good in evil.'I-Darrow 
FREDERICK H. LIGHT 
English Delta Mu Sigma 
" Fritz" .. . socia l s tudent mother kitchen's heir ... 
p owerful second basema n ... " Please be more careful with 
your hands!" ... ruined by Wooden-Head '" Crusader Rabbit 
dancing specia lis t '" tru th , iustice, and the American 
way . .. " I was kind of the supe rvisor." 
MITCHELL BRIAN LOWENSTEIN 
Chemistry 
" Mitch" .. . Ursinus in 31/2 years, med-school in 4 ... an 
L.V.D. boy ... shotgun in the Friday rally ... " Benson? look 
under your bed ... " . .. "I f you' re not lucky enough to get 
it easily, keep trying , you'll get it anyway." 
FRANK A. LYON 
Biology Alpha Phi Omega 
Four years at Ursinus has been "an experience" . . . "smooth 
sailing for th e most part but sometimes it's enough to drive 
you up a bulkhead ." 
WILHELMINE J . LYSINGER 
Biology 
"Willie" bio pre·teach German Minor .. , Big 
Mouth ... Hi! . .. Pi Nu's Pep Club ... Paisley 3 
Tenor! . . . Compo Ana!. labs . .. " Sure I' ll help" great 
IND sorority . .. loves life .. . Auf Wiedersehen! . . . " But 
still try , for who knows what is possible."-Faraday 
ROBERT S. MacFARLAND 
Biology 
" Bob" . .. one of the day students .. . thank goodness for 
card games .. . cartoons for all occasions ... "I swear to 
God I'm an a theist" ... " He that hath wife and children 
hath give n hostages to fortune ."-Bacon 
FREDERICK H. LIGHT 
MITCHELL BRIAN LOWENSTEIN PHILIP H. RAPPOCCIO Romance Languages 
FRAN K A. LYON WILHELMINE J. LYSINGER ROBERT S. Mac FARLAND 
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CHARLES NORMAN MAGUIRE, JR. 
Chemistry Alpha Phi Epsilon 
IIN o rm li • • • mad orga nic chemist '" plans to race sports 
cars ... f irst love-l otus El an S/ E ... " Papa ·chin" '" 
magic finge rs o n th e gu ita r, piano and organ .. . " maggo t· 
mouth" .. . " Th e end of the race is a long way off." -
She lby 
LESLIE SUSAN MARCH 
English Phi Alpha Psi 
" Leell '" activit ies galore " Happiness is nowl! ... big 
smile ... poet and phi losophe r .. . " If one advances con· 
fide ntly in th e direction of his d reams , and endeavors to 
live the life wh ich he imagined, he wi ll mee t with success 
unexpect ed in common hours.II- Thoreau 
HERCULES L. MARSELLA 
Psychology 
WILLIAM KENNETH MARTS 
Mathematics Delta Mu Sigma 
"Wil l" . .. Super Wil l- Mobey King ... George, Wall y a nd 
Rich ' " Beach Bum, su rfe r . .. socce r w orkhorse .. . hen· 
pecked . . . J udy • . . socce r ca ptain ... happy and crazy 
. .. sports ed itor- Ruby ... iust made it .. . " Teach us 
de light in simple things and mirth tha t has no b itt e r spr ings." 
- Kip ling . 
ROBERT JAMES M cCORMICK 
Politica l Science Sigma Rho Lambda 
" Bob" . .. "There was vi rt ue in th e world befo re orthodoxy" 
. . . the quadrupl e al liance .. . Towne Cou rt f iasco . . . " Me n 
learn wisdom by affliction schooled ." 
DAVID ARTHUR McCOY 
Health and Physical Educa tion Delta Mu Sigma 
" Ch ippy" .. . Demas Veep ... Class moneyman ... W·M 
log ic ... " She must ha ve post.nasa l drip " '" l - USA Green 
Chevy ... " You have a bad reputation " . .. food hurl e r 
on steam tab le with Eric ... Glad fo r th e day's end ... 
C.T. coach . 
LINDA L. M ciNTYRE 
Health and Ph ysical Education 
"Mackie" ' " P.E.'e r . . . Sne ll be ll e . .. 2 o'clock swim 
late fo r Rec ' " d ay(?) student .. . lime and liquor 
Christmas ca rolling . . . S.T. w ith Libby .. . St. lou is 
" Who's Linda?" ' " " The rea l in us is silent; the acq uired is 
ta lka tive."-Gibran 
RICHARD P. RICHTER English 
CHARLES NORMAN MAGUIRE, JR . LESLIE SUSAN MARCH 
HERCULES L. MARSELLA 
WILLIAM KENNETH MARTS 
ROBERT JAMES McCORMICK 
ALLAN LAKE RICE Germanic and Slavic 
Languages 
DAVID, ARTHUR McCOY LINDA L. MciNTYRE 
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PAULA FUSCO MclAUGHLIN 
BLANCHE B. SCHULTZ Mathematics 
SANDRA E. McLEAN 
JOANNE S. McNEER JUDITH A. MERCER CAROLYN RUTH MEREDITH 
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NEAL STUART MERITZ HARRIET ANN METZGAR 
BRADLEY B. RIDGE Psychology 
PAULA FUSCO MclAUGHLIN 
History Tau Sigma Gam ma 
" P.J. " ... l ong Hair ... liked 8 o'clock ... " Cool it" ... 
yellow Corvair grea tl y missed ... competes with National 
Guard ... ten yea rs with Mary . . . Springford and V.H . 
... April 27, 1968-the big day! 
SANDRA E. McLEAN 
English 
"Sandy" ... bubbles quivering yellow .. . ROOMMATE!! .. . 
6868 ... Stauffe r 1, 2, 3, 4 ... 7:05 to Boyertown .. . 
Bobbsey Twins . .. GRG '" maca ron i at 9:30 p .m. . .. 
"Sorry about that!" .. . " I've got to start acting more sensible 
tomorrow. II-Schulz 
JOANNE S. McNEER 
Mathematics Phi Alpha Psi 
" Mickey" ... Fourth for bridge? ... lives for lette rs 
England??-someday ... student teaching-Trig? Coin 
keeper of Phi Ps i ... happiness-really counts . .. " Happy 
those early days. When I shined in ange l infancy. Before I 
understood this place."-Vaughan 
JUDITH A. MERCER 
Biology Phi Alpha Psi 
"Merce" ' " four years w ith Phi Psi ... " lise, the eggs!!! 
· .. friends with Judy and George .. . " Watching T.V. to-
night, Jean?" ... learned the most biology while student 
teaching ... secret Christmas present. 
CAROLYN RUTH MEREDITH 
Chemistry 
Girl wizard of Pfah ler ... College Bow l alternate ... Messiah 
the Stauffer 2 gang . .. rumbles with WRUC and Company 
· .. lithe night owl" . . . " Vu lcan" . .. the Traumatic Trio. 
NEAL STUART MERITZ 
Biology 
" Fast Ed die" . . . babies with slant eyes and big noses 
· .. my girl fr iend's fiancee is in town tonight _.. a fifteen 
cent limi t is too small ... " What made you choose Ursinus?" 
· _. Agency tried unsuccessfully to make U.c. a college ... 
med. school-U. of Texas. 
HARRIET ANN METZGAR 
Health and Physical Education Tau Sigma Gamma 
" Bunny" . .. Rimby's gi rl _ . . 3rd team forever ... Meatba ll 
· .. P.c. popper .. _ WAA Pres. ... Europe 1967 . . . Sig 
Rho's Queen . .. Iced tea pars .. . weekends at Jack's 
Who's Who . .. North Penn S.T. __ . Sloppy roommate ... 
idea ls _ . . Tau Sig Prexy. 
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BETSY ANN MILLER 
HENRY K. SHEARER Economics 
7 
BETSY ANN MILLER 
Psychology Alpha Sigma Nu 
Who's Who .. . Whitians .. . " Would you believe 3 ala rm 
clocks?" ... Congenia l Miss Mont. Co. ... red and grey 
· .. Psi Chi '" Psychology Club prexy '" " I miss Taffy" 
· .. Cl ass Secreta ry ... " Let a smile be you r umbre lla; '-
Porte r. 
RICHARD L. MILLER 
Health and Physica l Educa tion Zeta Chi 
" Rich·Rich" .. . lilli e Whit es party . . . human ai r filter ... 
hypochond riac . .. Godzilla .. . Mounds bars and liste rine 
· .. runs tigh t ship a t Maples ... talks in his sleep ... 
sports. 
THOMAS WILLIAM MILLER 
Philosophy 
" Tom" ... " I keep looking, stud ying, sa tiri zing, and plodding 
along th e vast expanse of the mildly pleas ing chaos we cal l 
life" ... " We need a morality based upon love of life, upon 
pleasu re in growt h and posi tive achievemen t, not upon 
rep ression and prohibition ." - Ru sse ll 
RALPH STUART MILNER 
Chemistry 
" Ralphy" '" Camp, Camp, Camp ... Yea Sun Mountain .. . 
Ham driver ' " Friday 2:00 sharp '" Swimming cu res all 
ails ... Spelling ge nius .. . l.V.D.'s boy ... Temple Med 
in September '" " With camp around, who needs summer 
school ?" 
RICHARD L. MILLER 
THOMAS W. MILLER 
RALPH STUART MILNER 
JEFFREY M . MITSUI 
Psychology 
JOAN ELAINE MOSER 
Health and Physical Educa tion Tau Sigma Gamma 
" Mouse" .. . Whit ian . . . Co-captai n wit h Linda ... St. Louis 
and Melvyn . . . "Josie's in th e Good ie Room" ... U.S. 
Hockey Team on tour in Europe ... II l et's go you Bums!" ... 
fi shing anyone? 
LINDA A. NEWHART 
Biology Alpha Sigma Nu 
" NuNu" .. . the Group . . . " Wood II initiation ... "the Whit e 
Knight" '" " If you had a baseball bat" ... pinned to 
Sk ip '" GH prexy ... 5 meals a day ... 2 yea r widow . . . 
Future P.H.T. ... red and silve r shining . . . "Kicks onl y raise 
dust and not crops from th e ea rth."-Tagore 
JEFFREY M. MITSUI 
RUSSEL D. STURGIS Chemistry 
JOAN ELAINE MOSER LINDA A. NEWHART 
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RUTH E. NIELSEN RICHARD HOWARD NIEMEYER 
RUTH E. NIELSEN 
Psychology Alpha Sigma Nu 
" Rudi" ... Sig Nu honorary sis ter Psi Chi ... Messiah 3, 
4 ... Psych maior with an interest in math . . . ca rd player 
... " That 's whipped!" 
RICHARD HOWARD NIEMEYER 
Biology 
"Rich" ... strong convictions . .. biology and chemistry 
la boratory assistant ' " twice a proctor . .. tennis team ... 
hates tests ... Messiah Chorus . .. president of Christian 
Fellowship '" going to medical school . .. " I have fought 
a good fight , I have finished my course, I have kept the 
faith . . . "-SI. Paul 
WILLIAM ALEXANDER NONNEMACHER 
Psychology Sigma Rho Lambda 
" Macher" ... "Some people iust need more sleep th an others" 
. .. going home th is weekend ... Commutes to Trenton ... 
"Kiddies!" ' " Ca vous d it d 'alle r Chez Rocco?" . .. likes 
it he re ... scientist . 
FRED B. NURNBERG 
Biology 
" Uncle Fred" ... a quiet, friendly student ... Fred's off· 
campus activities consume most of his spare t ime ... "We 
believe his calmness and sincerity will help him in the med ica l 
profession" ... " In the fell clutch of circumstance, I have 
not winced nor cried aloud."-Henley 
WILLIAM ALEXANDER 
NONNEMACHER 
JANE P. SHINEHOUSE Biology -
HARRY C. SYMONS Economics 
RICHARD WALTER OLSON ELWOOD S. PAISLEY, JR. 
RICHARD WALTER OLSON 
Biology 
"Rich" ... soccer ... "hey Will, your turn for linen" .. . 
great grape fights ... 3 yrs. with(out) same roommate .. . 
Moby King ... galloping wonder ... Aardvark ... super-
blanket ... Ols ... wake me- ... G-M ... frat in Boston 
.. . chats with The Dean ... composer ... caught cheating 
in gym class . . . drawing labs . .. "what's on?" ... nurses. 
ELWOOD S. PAISLE'("JR. 
Political Science Sigma Rho Lambda 
''Woody'' . .. Sig Rho's Pres. ... sec-treas. IFC ... "No 
I'm not Michael Ca ine and I don't bleach my hair" ... Worry 
Wort ... "What house? Where?" ... "No Kiddie runs 
tonight, I have a test" ... " Lack of money is the' root of all 
evil."-Shaw. 
ANITA PARK 
English 
Hobson Originals .. . Quick trips to King of Prussia ... " Don't 
you ever study?" . .. Roman orgies ... Happy Hours at 
th e Inn ' " "Wake me up for dinner" ... Knit-w it ... Beard-
wood Basement ... cesspool of culture ... " Only dull 
p eople are brilliant at breakfast."-Wilde. 
FRED B. NURNBERG 
ANITA PARK 
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C. RONALD PARKER 
C. RONALD PARKER 
Economics 
" Gua" ... collector of nicknames ... thing ... 4 years, 4 
pairs of ugly slippers ... Chief Web Foot ... good Gua 
stories .. . 3 years Maples paper boy . .. "Who needs a date 
for I.F.?" 
SUSAN LYNN PASIMENI 
Biology Phi Alpha Psi 
"Pas" ... from the ice machine to I.B.B. .. . Buggsy's 
favorit e course changer ... Europe on $2.00 a day 
Number One Pal- actually, Superpal ... the Idealist .. . 
true blue room senior year, with a roommate and a lion .. . 
" two peas in a pod" ... " Mi!y you live all the days of you r 
life."-Anon. 
PATRICIA ANNE PATTON 
Mathematics Alpha Sigma Nu 
"Pat" .. , Pat I of the two Pats Sig Nu monotone 
spring vacations in Ft. Lauderdale ... Hawaii or bust! 
Oakie of the 4 Bottoms . .. " I know it's here somewhere!" 
" Oh wait a minute! 1 forgot something!" ... Bridge 3, 4 
Thiota Theta Prexy. 
MARC IRVIN PERKINS 
Mathematics 
" Perk" . .. Straight Arrow's girl friend ... two year Stine-
man ... Math major with no math courses ... Urs inus feature 
... 5 year man ... "I was framed-Terry did it." 
SUSAN LYNN PASIMENI PATRICIA ANNE PATTON 
GEORGE G. STOREY English 
MARC IRVIN PERKINS 
RONALD PITTORE 
Political Science Zeta Chi 
" Pit" .. . " I' ll walk out of here." '" Che ryl . .. the Bridge 
· .. weekend warrior ' " No letter Club .. . night student 
· .. hangi ng at Maples .. . " But sti ll try for who knows 
what is poss ible."-Farada y. 
MICHAEL IRVIN POLLOCK 
Economics Zeta Chi 
" Pole" . .. " The Great Pahuna" '" ZX intramural star ' " 
2 Bee r Pole . . . the pe ncil ... high packets .. . " Abraham" 
· " tri-ca ptain of basketball team ... wea rs girdles for knee 
braces '" " The Dean" _" " I respect you r right to be 
wrong ." 
DAVID CREGAR POOL 
Psychology Delta Mu Sigma 
" Poolski Buff" ... hates shampoo _.. loves Dip pity-Do ... 
Second only to townies in knowledge of cars ... wrestling 
with Hans . . . Brad's protege __ . Morrisv ille ship b uilder. 
JOHN C. VORRATH Romance Languages 
RONALD PITTORE MICHAEL IRWIN POLLOCK. DAVID CREGAR POOL 
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JOHN L. POTE CATHERINE PREGMON 
ELEANOR F. SNELL Health and Physical 
Education 
PATRICIA EAVES PRICE 
KERRY J. PURSEL 
LINDA MARIE PYLE 
JOHN POTE 
Biology Zeta Chi 
" Potey" ' " chief of the Zetans . . . Bridgett e's pet human 
. .. better dead than dirty ... Ace's housekeepe r ... star 
intramural q.b . ... pro vet ... unpre-dictable ... No Letter 
Club ... Judie . . . the long and the short of it . . . " Walk 
softly and carry a big hat."-Duke 
CATHERINE PREGMON 
English Kappa Delta Kappa 
" Cathy" ... CF . .. Desmus KD-ISC President ... " I 
iust want to go" ... the perpetual happening . .. " frustrated 
39th street whombat" ... Phi Epsilon Kappa '" " Your say-
ing to me, ' I do not und erstand you: is praise beyond my 
worth, and an insult you do not deserve ."-Gibran 
PATRICIA EAVES PRICE 
English Tau Sigma Gamma 
IIPat" ' " ZX's queenie ... Paris, Venice, Munich, london, 
and Hartman '" Freshman Tau Sigger '" SYO ... Pasimeni's 
Pride ... laugh with Phyllis Anne ... Steadie Edd ie! . .. " A 
man travels the world over in search of what he needs and 
returns home to fjnd it,ll-Moore. 
KERRY J. PURSEL 
History 
LINDA MARIE PYLE 
"linda" ... Accompan ist-Meistersingers, "Messiah" . .. Pi Nu 
Epsilon ... Hobson originals . .. " I fe el fat" . .. Laurel for 
3-Espana for 1 ... Phoenixville ... "No se que decirlo, 
porque aun no est a hecha mi palabra."-Jimenez. 
BENJAMIN A. RAU 
English 
PAMELA R. REED 
German 
BENJAMIN A. RAU 
PAMELA R. REED 
LEVIE VAN DAM Biology 
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RAYMOND R. RITTING 
EVAN S. SNYDER Physics 
MARJORIE S. ROGASNER 
RAYMOND R. RITTING 
Biology 
" Ray" . .. the "Weatherman" ... charter member Tuesday 
Nigh t Poker Club ... Baker's right hand man .. . Tony's 
Woommate "Way" ... member 724 first floor water fighting 
team ... all night organic pusher ... "I can't see going to 
lab today." 
MARJORIE S. ROGASNER 
Spanish Kappa Delta Kappa 
" Rogaz" ... SI. Gabriel blew his horn ... Mother Confessor 
... " I' ll write the m!" ... library poetess(?) ... Alpha Psi 
Omega ... Language department Nemesis. 
LARRY R. ROTH 
Political Science Alpha Phi Epsilon 
" Lar" ... T.V. watche r Beachwood Aged Beer 
motor scoote r ... "I have something very important to say 
to you" . .. "better late than never." 
DENNIS WILLIAM ROXBERRY 
Political Science Zeta Chi 
" Dingle" ... C.M. .. . Hairy Buffalo Fircroft and Tose 
· .. obedient pledge .. . "55" Chevy's ... "Roll call vote" 
· .. Motel King , Manhattan King ... West Chester and Buttsee, 
West Virginia and? . . . Goodnightl 
SUSAN J. ROYACK 
English 
Club 132 ... crocked around the clock ... " But I've already 
used up my mercy minutes three times !" ... "When she was 
good, she was very, very good; But when she was bad, she 
was horrid!"-Anon. 
SANDRA LYNN RULE 
Mathematics 
ERIC G. RUOSS 
History Delta Mu Sigma 
Student gov't ... Demas Pres . ... S.T.U.I.C. chancellor . .. 
Cub and Key low average man ... Wrestling team's handicap 
· .. Ch ippy's partner on meat and potatoes ... freedom 
lost-a gavelled chain on Beardwood II ... "You're going to 
be a minister!?" 
LARRY R. ROTH DENN IS W. ROXB ERRY SUSAN J. ROYACK 
SANDRA LYNN RULE 
JOSEPH E. VANNUCCHI French 
ERIC G. RUOSS 
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TIMOTHY CARLTON RUPP 
MARTHA NEWHART SALES 
RICHARD L. SANDS 
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PAUL R. WAGNER Biology 
TIMOTHY CARLTON RUPP 
History 
" Tim" ... one of th e veterans . .. has dreams of travel 
throu gh the exot ic Orient ' " "May t he Bird of Paradise" ... 
" I saw and loved."-Gibbon 
MARTHA NEWHART SALES 
Spanish 
RICHARD L. SANDS 
Math 
" Rich" .. . Meiste rsingers .. , Chief WRUC engineer 
Messiah ... " It is better to live rich than die rich."-Johnson 
FRED SAVITZ 
EDWARD P. SCHAAL 
CAROLINE H. SCHEA PAMELA SCHOCH 
GARY M . WALDO Histo ry 
FRED SAVITZ 
Politica l Sc ience Delta Mu Sigma 
Cross country and track 1, 2 . .. Firebird 4 ... Demas money 
man ... e thnic bean ... plays bridge in Omwake ... law 
school or rice padd ies . . . process "An unexami ned life 
is not worth living."-Socrates. 
EDWARD P. SCHAAL 
Political Science Zeta Chi 
"Schaa ly" ... Atom Ant ' " basketba ll co-captain . .. big 
pl ay make r ... snake hunter ... com mando chieftai n . . . 
ex..s t ine Ha ll er . .. Map les Mouse ca tche r . . . Bea rdwood 
bandit ... Movie Club membe r. 
CAROLINE H. SCHEA 
En glish Alpha Sigma Nu 
"Sheba" . . . Bermuda .. . ski-sitter ... "Yeah, Bruno, I've 
g ot the key!" '" Stauffe r prexy . .. b londe bombshell .. . 
" If you have put cas tl es in the sky, you r work need not be 
lost; tha t is w he re they shou ld be. Now put the foundations 
unde r them."-Thoreau. 
PAM ELA SCHOCH 
Biology Omega Chi 
" Pam" ... red M.G. .. . Sue for two . . . O'Ch i V.P. . . . 
Dea n for hours se nior year . .. the zoo . . . Bud's '" hey 
Buts! .. . I' m not a g uy! ... forma lde hyd e pe rfume .. . to 
Jeffe rson wi th Marty ' " " How sweet to us is life, and how 
far we are from life!"-Gibran. 
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DONALD WAYNE scon KAREN J. SELFRIDGE 
BARRY EARLE SHOEMAKER 
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DONALD WAYNE SCOTT 
Economics Alpha Phi Epsilon 
"Scotty" ... Varsity Club Pres. soccer co·capt. ... clean 
T.V. room ... Healey MKIII ... Surely the last to get hooked 
. .. Ec. Club pres. '" Varsity dishwasher ... I.F.e. ... 
" Try to realize it's all within yourself, no one else can make 
you change,li-Harrison 
KAREN J. SELFRIDGE 
Political Science Omega Chi 
" Self" .. . Flirtatious blond with the misty VW ... 4:00 PM 
Friday ... Stauffer II sparkle ... Late nights!! ... Oh, those 
phone calls ... Philadelphia '" " Another argument?" ... 
Supply store ... Big Bill . .. S.M .... " Is not life a hundred 
times too short for us to bore ourselves?"-Nietzsche 
BARRY EARLE SHOEMAKER 
Classics 
"Bar" ... Ent husiastic guita r addict-the music, instrument 
and eve rything else ... just because you're a Latin major doesn't 
mean you're behind th e times .. , "Our means secure us, and 
our mere defects prove our commodities,"-King l ear 
JoANN D. SHORT 
Health and Physical Education Phi Alpha Psi 
" Jose" ... " Snell belle" . .. illustrious roommates ... clam 
fights and well used closets . . . left outfield ... "Goodie 
Room Girl" ... " Blue Moon" ... European bus rides . .. 
the great awakening ... it's never too late ... Blue through 
and through! 
HERMAN M. WESSELL Education 
JoANN D. SHORT 
ANDERSON JANE SMITH 
CAROL R. SMITH HERBERT CHARLES SMITH 
CALVIN D. YOST, JR. Engl ish 
ANDERSON JANE SMITH 
History 
" Andy" ... Whitian ... Focus ... IRC ... Young Democrat! 
. . . " To create man was a fine and original idea; but to add 
she ~p was tautology .If- Mark Twain 
CAROL R. SMITH 
Mathematics Alpha Sigma Nu 
" Smitty" . . . 942 to Stauffer II .. . 4 yea rs with Sheba ... 
Duo with Patty ... popcorn parties . . . R.N.'s fan ... 4 
bottoms ... 2 telephones .. . Math again? . . . wait ing for 
Sheba .. . Colorguard . . . Mess ia h. 
HERBERT CHARLES SMITH 
Political Science Delta Mu Sigma 
" H.S. " ... Cub and Key .. . world 's record fo r Am. Hist. 
cuts ... chronic sleepe r ... smoke much? ... Ed itor and 
chief muckraker for Weekly ... Father Confessor for Curtis 
I . . . Three years and more(?) .. . 
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KATHLEEN SMITH 
LUTHER HENRY SMITH, JR. DONALD F. ZUCKER Political Science 
BETTY MILLER SOUDERS SUSAN SHIELDS SPOHN ROBERT EXCEL STEWARD, JR. 
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RAY KARL SCH ULTZ Chemistry 
THOMAS M . TAl 
KATHLEEN SMITH 
En glish Omega Chi 
"Ka ty" . . . frustrated artist in exile ... The Group 
join the ci rcus ... " If the Milky Way were hot within me, 
how should I have seen it o r known it?"-Gibran 
LUTHER HENRY SM ITH, JR. 
Political Science Sigma Rho Lambda 
IILou" . .. always busy, never studying ... correspondence 
course in T.v. and Pinochle ' " old Rho tradi tion . .. Young 
GO P's ... "All great truths begin as blasphemies."-Shaw 
BETTY MILLER SOUDERS 
Health and Ph ysica l Educa tion Phi Alpha Psi 
El even Frosh at 942 . . . the rust le of fir trees and footprin ts 
on the sun porch roof .. . marriage . .. a wonderfu l family 
· .. g raduation o n schedu le ! ... "But still try for who knows 
what is possible."- Faraday 
SUSAN SHIELDS SPOHN 
Mathematics Alpha Sigma Nu 
" Myrkle", "Sponge", " Chisser" ... a Jewish Mothe r? ... Sig 
Nu's V .P . . .. Spring-Ford ... "Skin" ... M eister's reform er 
· .. " Sandbox" . .. Even ing School Res id ent . .. Cheltenham~ 
· .. " He ll o doll, how ah' ya?" .. . " How am I supposed to 
d o anything with this toy shove l?' 
ROBERT EXCEL STEWARD, JR. 
Biolog y Zeta Chi 
"Stew" .. . one-a-dem-gangste rs ... 3 yea rs wit h the King 
of Books .. . alumni chairman-447 ... Ro ly of Roly and 
Poly ... Thtewy ... Big Po tato .. . Local Empo riu m Ciub 
· .. never makes the minutes ... P.J. 's, part II. 
THOMAS M . TA l 
English 
REBECCA L. THOMPSON 
History Omega Chi 
" Beck-a-beck" ' " Grove City transfe r ... a pale g reen owl 
infamous waitress '" Bea rdwood II, 3, 4 .. . " Oh my 
garsh" .. . 210 with Jan i-Poo ... " Spea king of history . . . " 
REBECCA L. THOMPSON 
VERNON R. MORRIS Eng li sh 
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RONALD TIETJEN 
KRISTINA ANN TRUPP 
. ,- ... -
EILEEN R. TOTH 
RONALD TIETJEN 
Biology 
PATRICIA J. TRINLEY 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
Alpha Phi Omega 
" Ron" .. . 4 yr. honor dorm man ... "Sure I knew Christy!" 
· .. TNT ... 2 frats .. . rather a rich doctor than a poor 
biologist ... 356B VW . . . cynic .. . sa rcasti c coke break 
· . . disappear . .. love it here-or there ... " I know my 
sole true victory."-Pasternak 
EILEEN R. TOTH 
Chemistry Tau Sigma Gamma 
" Toth" ... many trau mas at Rim by's ... endless hours in 
lab ... SYO . . . " Th e only true relationship, right Pat?" .. . 
banned in Boston .. . Godzill a meets the co-eds . .. finally 
going Ivy . .. TNT ... " I am a man who does not ex ist for 
others."-Ayn Rand 
PATRICIA J. TRINLEY 
Biology Alpha Sigma Nu 
" Pat" ... credge pleed . .. the train .. . gnatsun . .. eclairs 
· .. " Fl ie rs? Oh, flowe rs!" ... Th iota Theta ... Florida wi th 
Patty . . . "someday I' ll be ri ch" . .. Trin . 
KRISTINA ANN TRUPP 
English 
" Buttercu p" . .. minis, anyone? ... Little Kris .. . Remember 
the bateau mouche?? . . . " Anothe r three pager-aagh!" .. . 
sleepless nights . . . " I am a part of all that I have met .. . " 
- Tennyson 
RICHARD FLETCHER 
Psychology 
ROBERT L. LEIGHT Education 
BRONWEN MARGARET UMBERGER 
MICHAEL C. URENOVICH JANIS L. VAN HORN 
BRONW EN MARGARET UMBERGER 
Psychology Phi Alpha Psi 
" Bron" '" true blue ... pioneering for Psi Chi ... " But, 
Dr. Ridg e" '" M essiah ... early morning smile ... " let's 
sing" ... 3 Em ... blue skirts during pledging??? ... 
high on Coke . .. "If the world's a vale of tears, Smile till 
rainbows span it !"-Lucy lacrom 
MICHAEL C. URENOVICH 
Mathematics Zeta Chi 
" Yukon Mike" ... Ex-con ... captured by Dudley Do-Right 
. .. Ug ly Am erican ... 25 Club Mouth. .. dateless 
wonder?? .. . Polish happenings . .. " In you r heart you 
know he's w rong .It-Milier 
JANIS L. VAN HORN 
Mathematics Ta u Sigma Gamma 
" J-P" ... Rimby's girl . . . green side of Beardwood II 
sing??? ... Europe wi th a Bunny ... knits a sweater a day 
... Ruby headach es ... ice tea with Beck a nd company. 
RICHARD S. BREMILLER Mathematics 
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RONALD E. HESS Chemistry 
DOROTHY PATRICIA VOELKER 
RICHARD V. VOLL 
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WILLIAM A. VAN SAUN, JR. 
WILLIAM ARTHUR VAN SAUN, JR. 
Chemistry 
" Bill " ... . Southern Comfort to Schmidt's ... Weldon House 
Man . .. the stone stare ... resident of third floor Pfahler 
· .. the Phantom ... born at 20 ... liberal proctor ... "To 
live without loving is not rea lly living."-Shakespeare 
DOROTHY PATRICIA VOELKER 
Health and Ph ysical Education Tau Sigma Gamma 
" Dot" ... Rimby's girl ... 4 years with a Rabbit ... on the 
green side of Beardwood II "My sport is cheerleading" 
· .. Demas fan who went ZX ... Betan's queen .. . " Colonial 
Cleaners!" 
RICHARD V. VOLL 
Political Science Zeta Chi 
" Whitey" ... Cut King ... Ice Folly ... dapper ... Fircroft 
Marine ... ZX's dateless social chairman ... wrinkled Mus-
tang ... great white hunter ... Dudley's lover ... eve ry-
body's fool. 
LYNNE E. WALBERT 
English 
' ~Lynnie" . .. summer at Phila. Gear ... " This could take a 
while!" ... black coffee ... 422 racer ... parking tickets 
· .. term papers, a ll -nighters, Europe ... "I a'm a part of all 
that I have met."-Tennyson 
DIANE CAROLE WIDMAN 
English Omega Chi 
"Wids" '" keeper of the key _ .. O'Chi prexy .. _ all-nighters 
and happy hour ... " S.M.!" ... Jr. Prom Court ... capers 
with Kinney Demas' queen ... Cloe once and always . . . 
" Love looks not with eyes, but with the mind ... "-Shake-
speare 
NANCY K. WIERMAN 
English 
" Mrs . Wierman" ... a good Samaritan .. . U.C.'s only reading 
major ... "my daughter Nancy" ... candy canes for the 
Christmas tree and apples and cider at Hallowe'en .. . "This 
above all; to thine own self be true."-Shakespeare 
LYNNE E. WALBERT 
ROGER P. STAIGER Chemistry 
DIANE CAROLE WIDMAN 
ELMER A. LlSSFEL T Education 
NANCY K. WIERMAN 
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JOY E. WINDLE 
EVERETT M . BAILEY Health and 
Physical Education 
JEAN L. WINTER SUSAN RUTH YEAKLEY 
JOY E. WINDLE 
English 
"Joyful" ... Alpha Psi Omega . .. Brockport-Strange things 
are happening! ... U.C.'s only drama major .. . Mother 
Hester ... Club 132 . . . O .B.-Beardwood I ... " Champagne" 
· .. Curtain Club . .. "Sometimes ' a person has to go a long 
way out of his way to come back a short distance!"-Albee 
JEAN L. WINTER 
Health and Physical Educa tion Tau Sigma Gamma 
"Bean" ( lima not st ring) ... one of the Duryea 4 . .. " What're 
you doing with a banana peel of you r head, dummy?!" .. . 
" It's a dinky day!" ... always there with th at darn camera 
· . . many, many loves ... Izzy·lizzy Lounge ... test ap-
proaching-to sleep perchance to dream . .. " My loan came 
through." 
SUSAN RUTH YEAKLEY 
Political Science 
Sue for two . .. " Let's play cards" ... "Where's the bunch 
going for lunch ?" ... " I wanna have a party" social 
secretary of the vete rans ... " Hey Pinhead!" 
CHARLES WILLIAM YERGER 
English Delta Pi Sigma 
"Yergs" . . . one of the married Deltans . . . Man Mou ntain 
· . . " Thank goodness for working wives!" .. . " I' ll neve r 
get used to anything. Anybody that does, they might as we ll 
be dead ."-Capote 
FREDERICK R. ZAENGLE, JR. 
Chemistry 
MARILYN WAITE COLFLESH 
English Alpha Sigma Nu 
Stauffer basement for the first tw o yea rs . . Campused for 
a trip to the d iner ... Pa is ley's Su ite ... Sig Nu Alumni Sec. 
· .. Old Married Mar ilyn Col flesh . .. Messiah Meiste r-
singers Reform Movement . . . student teaching ... waiting 
fo r phone calls from Bill. 
ARTHUR LORIN CRAIG 
Biology Alpha Phi Omega 
" Dum Dum II" . . . g reat white hunter . . . plans to develop 
a cancer fo r the cure ... Trium ph 650 with p lans for grad 
school .. . Walt's sponsoree ... "Nice ch in, Norm." ... "If 
the good d ie young, I'l l live forever."-J . C. Gott 
MATTHEW W. BLACK English CHARLES WILLIAM YERGER 
FREDERICK R. ZAENGLE, JR. MARILYN WAITE COLFLESH ARTHUR LORIN CRAIG 
OMER S. BRENGLE Economics 
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The Class of 1968 was deeply grieved this year 
by the loss of a fellow classmate-F. Scott Pierce. 
Scott was a talented, dedicated, sincere indi-
vidual, known to all by his friendly hello and 
effervescent smile. We will always remember 
Scott. 
TO THE CLASS OF 1968: 
First of all : thank you! We ca me to Ursinus College together in the 
fall of 1964, eager to begin a new phase of ou r lives, hopeful that 
we might both give to and rece ive f rom our new associates, and-
yes-just a little anxious. For three of your four years, you gave me the 
pleasure of participating a little in your class life as your class advisor. 
Th is was a privilege, pleasure, and satisfaction for me, for which I am 
deeply grateful. Your four years here w ere spent in troubled t imes: 
our armed conflict in V ietnam, international ten sions throughout the 
world, civil un rest at home, and stress and turmoil on the campuses of 
our nation. Yet, in spite of these disturbances to the "sheltered life 
within the iv ied walls", you spent your life at Ursinus constructively. 
Your mark on its history is posi tive and good. 
Elsewhere in thi s Ruby your contributions to our total campus will 
have been detailed (to a degree!) and this is not the place for more 
specifics. But your life as a group was characterized by the fact that 
you defined your problems, soug ht and found possible alternative so-
lutions, weighed their merits, and adopted one. Then- and th is is 
vital- you worked to accomplish your goals. You r life, and that of the 
whole campus community, was richer for your efforts . You were rec-
ognized by the faculty as a stimulati ng and active group. 
One would be a fool to predict for you a life of peace and calm, 
with ever-increasing "success symbols" as rewards for your achieve-
ments. But I am confident that the record wi ll show that you have 
strength of mind and character to meet the challenges that life wil l 
surely bring you in a solidly constructive way. This you did w hile you 
were here, though the Class of 1968 on too many campuses yie lded 
to the appeal of conspicuous destructiveness . Your lives showed that 
you brought a firm foundation from you r homes, and that you found 
out how to select from the available materials and plans a way to 
build soundly while you were here. Though you may live through 
periods of limited materials and restricted choices of plans, I have 
every expectation that each Commencement Anniversary will mark 
the end of another year of good building . May the experiences and 
the teachings of these four years serve you well all your lives. 
This is my w ish for you. And this, too: that you may have all 
the luck you need, but with the inner resources not to need any. And, 
sincerely, may God be with you all your days, that you never stand 
alone. 
E. Vernon Lewis 
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Senior Class 
Return ing to campus in September, the mem-
bers of the Class of 1968 found themselves in the 
enviable position of being Seniors. Stature as a 
class and success as an organization have been 
emphasized by the forward initiative of four-
year President John Gabel. To his insistence that 
the Class of '68 should become the finest and 
most capable ever at Urs in us was added the fresh 
ideas and enthusiastic support of all class mem-
bers. With in such an atmosphere, the Senior 
Class initiated several unique functions throughout 
its Ursinus e xperience . 
Too soon the hectic days of student teaching, 
advanced his tory and biology courses, English 
comprehensives, and departmental papers were 
finished . Seniors finally realized that the four 
years, anticipated w ith some apprehension, were 
far behind them and that their ideas as freshmen 
had been radically altered. As graduation, mar-
riage and careers rapidly approached, Seniors 
could proudly review the accomplishments 
achieved, the friendships shared, and the vital 
experiences remembered as The 1968 Class of 
Ursinus College. 
CLASS OFFICERS-John Gabe l, President; Betsy Miller, Secreta ry; John Kravitz, 
Vice-President; missing-David McCoy, Treasurer. 
PERMANENT CLASS OFFICERS-John Gabel, Pres ident; Linda Newhart, Reunion Co-
chairman; Betsy Miller, Secretary-Treasurer; Carol Schea, Reunion Co-chairman; John 
Kravitz, Loyalty Fund Cha irman_ 
Richard D. DiEugenio 
James P. Blore 
Who's Who In 
American Universities 
and Colleges 
John L. Gabel 
Joan E. Moser 
missing: Alexis C. Anderson 
Betsy A. Miller 
Harriet A. Metzgar 
Eric G. Ruoss 
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IV' 
Graduation 1968 
Commencement Honors 
VALEDICTORIAN: Carolyn Ruth Meredith 
SALUTATORIAN: Charlotte Ann Frost 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE: Charlotte Ann Frost 
Carolyn Ruth Meredith 
CUM LAUDE: Alexis Christine Anderson 
Nancy Elaine Coleman 
Stewart Ross Doughty 
Elise Edwina Kabcenel 
Richard Nyce Landis 
Thomas William Miller 
Linda Marie Pyle 
Anderson Jane Smith 
Ronald Tietjen 
Eileen Rose Toth 
BIOLOGY: Arthur Lorin Craig 
ECONOMICS: Nancy Elaine Coleman 
FRENCH: Ainslie Irene Armstrong 
GERMAN: Robert Lester Compton, Jr. 
Jeanne LaVerne Johnston 
Pamela Reed Koch 
HISTORY: Gary Bronson 
Anderson Jane Smith 
Departmental Honors 
MATHEMATICS: Rose Mary Holliday 
PHILOSOPHY: Thomas William Miller 
PHYSICS: Robert Scott Laughlin 
POLITICAL SCIENCE: Linda Ruth Dettery 
PSYCHOLOGY: Richard Nyce Landis 
Betsy Ann Miller 
SPANISH : Linda Marie Pyle 
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Honorary Degrees 
Theodore Sylvester Ledbetter 
DOCTOR OF DIVINITY 
AI Capp 
DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS 
Elwood S. Paisley 
DOCTOR OF LAWS 
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DONALD L. HELFFERICH President of the College 
10 
I congratulate the class of 1968. You have com-
pleted four years of liberal learning. You have been 
challenged with old and new ideas, and in turn have 
challenged them. You have forged your own distinc-
tive style of thought. You have made friendships, 
some short, some life-long. You may even have ac-
quired a spouse. Most certain of all, you have estab-
lished an irrevocable bond with this college. 
Your experience at Ursinus was un ique and it 
shows in the pages of this edition of the Ruby . You 
will look back in future years and smile at the dresses 
and shoes and hair styles that will then seem rather 
silly. But you will be refreshed at the same time by 
the reflection of the most intense and exciting years 
of your life. 
That intensity and excitement you share in common 
with all who have spent four years on the Ursinus 
campus. This Ruby, then, mirrors the class of 1968 
only in part; in a certain sense, it is a reflection of 
the student life of all of us who have preceded you. 
Good health and good fortune! 
Sincerely, 
D. L. Helfferich 
WILLIAM S. PETTIT Dean of the College 
RICHARD J . WHATLEY Dean of Men 
Where Deans' offices are concerned, Ursinus has four 
choices. Being called into anyone of them produces a 
combination of apprehension and curiosity unexperienced 
anywhere else on campus . You can visit the fellow with 
glasses who teaches Organic, the tall , Don Quixote ad-
vocate, the energetic lady whose phone rings too often , 
or the chap with the light-framed specs and the clipboard . 
Despite any terror, however unwarranted, they may 
arouse, Deans Pettit, Vorrath, Rothenberger, and Whatley 
undeniably continue to keep Ursinus going. 
RUTH H. ROTHENBERGER 
Dean of Women 
III 
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JOHN C. VORRATH Assistant Dean 
The Class of 1968 
Many congratulations on your achievement. 
Some of you I have had in English Composition 
and Literature, some of you have been my self-
help assistants in the Evening School Office, and 
some of you I have met by chance. I have enjoyed 
my contacts with all of you . 
John Darrah has worked in my office and has 
"conned" me into buying a Ruby. I shall cherish 
it and my associations with 1968. 
Good Luck! 
Cordially yours, 
Will iam J . Phillips 
WILLIAM J . PHILLIPS Director of The Even ing and Summer 
Schools 
GEOFFREY DOLMAN Admissions 
H. LLOYD JONES, JR. Admissions 
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OFFICERS-J . Kapuscinski, Treasu rer; W. Keely, Vice-President; H. Zehl, 
Secretary; R. Todt, President. 
Junior Class 
Under the direction of President Rick Todt, the Class of 
1969 managed to pass the half-way point in their Ursinus 
careers. After sponsoring the Junior Prom in January and 
Campus Chest hot dogs and sodas in April, the class finds 
itself looking back on three years of Ursi nus life and looking 
enviously f orward to their own graduation next June. 
J. Kauffman, S. Darreff, G. Tracey, S. Gane, J . Add icks, J . Ramsey, J . Ketas, R. McDonald, E. Fische r, Rocco_ 
Row I-N. Fe rguson, P. Gillespie . Row 2-J. Daniels, J . Schneider, J . Small, M. 
Kauffman. 
l. Van Horn, M. Watson, D. Ga rn er, M. Murphy, B. Rose . 
Seated-So Enge l, G. Sa ilor, J. Corbin. Standing-R . King, W. 
Frey, A. Faaet, C. Broadbent, R. Magel. 
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Seated-So Bourgart, K. Bergstresser. Standing-J. Kapuscinski, B. Bruzgo, 
D. Wieczorek, H. Zehl. 
R. Sykes, K. Fl etcher, 
R. Watson, W. Frick, G. 
ia m, V. Marotta, A. Oppenshaw, W. Ayres 
Walstad Row l-M. Hess, K. Hennig, L. Talley. Row 2-B. Garner, M. Sarset, S. Gladfe lt e r, M. Reed . 
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Row l - L. Adams, P. Sell, C. Horner. Row 2-G. Steigelman, A. Winham, L. Hanth, S. 
Thomas . 
Row l-R. Ruhlman, R. Leman, J . Miller, T. Nicholl. Row 2-S. Totaro, F. DiN oia, C. 
Bronitsky, R. Koslap. 
ow 2-F. Jacob, R. Welsh, R. Reid . 
Row I-D. Hunter, R. Mead, G. Hay. Row 2-R. Ralston , J. Tisch le r, P. 
Pearson. 
M. Poole, M. Neely, B. J. Dickerson, P. Nissley, L. Hemme r. 
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J. Goldsm ith, T. Judd , T. McMenam in, W. Kealy, C. Griffith . K. Bre nsinge r, J . Picconi. 
G. Haberbush, G. Carey, T. Wertz, E. Mihaly, L. Bau mg a rtner, R. Meals. 
I. McKeon, P. Benson, L. Ford, D. Gussoni, B. Hallman. 
S. Weiss, J. Benne r, E. Ruoss, D. Rudloff, E. Cias . 
T. Strange, R. lachini, K. Macleod, J . Sterner, A. Ph ilpe t, T. Mooers, D. Dre isbach, T. 
Scull. 
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J. Sammis, D. Hunte r, A. Ope nshaw, W. Ayres, R. Sykes, G. Stabilit. 
D. Hedman, T. Dean , D. Wh ipp, R. Taylor, T. Lapsa, S. Blackman, P. Zamostein. 
K. Hun te r, J. McNamee, M. Finan, J. Deleon, K. Carson. 
J. Olshefskie, l . Collins, S. Resinger, L. Shuster, K. Baker, M. Wise, C. Martin, C. leCleire. 
Row J-F. DiNoia, W. Swope. Row 2-D. Bartell, D. 
Gillespie, G. Gelnell, G. Frisch. Row 3-J. Hoff-
master, J. Sammis. 
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Sophomore Class 
Upon their fall return, sophomores, be-
queathing inferiority complexes, red gym 
shorts, and the west entrance of Wismer 
Hall to incoming freshmen, accepted the 
challenge of Engl ish Lit and Levie, un-
dertook a new attitude toward social 
life, and bravely faced the darkening 
syndromes of sophomore slump. In order 
to assuage this disease, sophomores took 
advantage of nearby Spring Mountain for 
skiing and New York City. 
Row l -S. Smith, B. Fl ynn, K. Th omas, P. Smith, R. Allen, M. Alle n, J. Kohls , S. Trex le r, P. Comiski, K. Dirks. Row 2-C. Albaugh, E. Miller, L. Urian, L. Cla rke, G. 
Ste rnitzke, B. Laughlin, L. Murray, J . Stauffe r, L. Pumo, L. Bolesta , J. Landis, R. Adams, L. Quay, R. Moore, P. Moore. Row 3- M. Smith, J . Stettler, M. Smit h, N. 
Johnson. Row 4- L. Kneas, C. Manne r, K. Bodley, R. Fawcett , J . Slifer, N. Romney, J . Ha ley, B. Wagner, C. Haas, D. Lei by, N. Ma cris, S. Yamamoto, M. Ranck, J. 
Karpinski, S. Flit craft, R. Frank, J . Storer, R. Herman . Row 5-D. Henry, J . Dori, T. We ntz, R. Keehn, W. Vaughan, S. Giroux, J . Em ig, J . Be ck, N. Wood, J . Crandall. 
Row 6- T. Wag ner, P. Fox, T. Branca, J . Zehne r, W. Muntze r, J . Mills, R. Owren, G. Kaylor, P. Shuman, B. Shipley, D. Rodgers, M. Wo jtanowski, L. Schnoll, E. Leinbach, 
W. Biddison, G. Russian, B. Ellsweig, S. Blackma n. Row 7-G. Adams, J . Shobe r, J . Corvaia, C. Wolf, D. Wills, S. Kravitz. 
CLASS OFFICERS-Robe rt Keehn, president ; linda Clarke, secretary; Ward Vaughan, treasurer; William Burrill, vice-
president. 
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Row I-J. Rippen, M. Hunter, K. Gray, B. Cannon, R. Faunce, l. Wollentin, W. Eggleston, S. Kennedy, P. Griffin, J. Thalley, J. Highland . Row 2-J. Thomas, A. Pietro-
bon, C. Silzle, S. Mangan, K. Crist, M. Mikey, F. Tyler, A. Savage, G. Sloggett, P. Vanderlin. Row 3-E. Soefer, N. Hunt, S. Holbrook, J. Lippincott, M. Rozycka, M. 
Arrington, l. Young, C. Crane , C. Wall , N. White. Row 4-P. Mellon, M. Coleman, C. Peterfreund, S. Smith, K. Leich, K. Ogden, G. Dieffenbach, S. Mantz, M. Roeder, 
E. Francis. Row 5-Y. Roth, E. Jason, S. Weir, N. Baumgartner, G. Herman, N. Shump, A. Culp . Row 6-E. DeBoy, W. Tomkins, K. Mohler, J. Floyd, l. Campanaro, 
B. Wright, P. Gonnella, C. Peters, S. Adams, M. Hauser. Row 7-A. Severance, R. Cl ark, C. Rochlis, P. VanSothen, H. Solomon, R. Phillips, R. Scheer. Row 8-
J . De Boy, W. Rob inson, R. Petruzzo, R. Guyer, T. Reynolds, T. Auer, B. Albe rt , W . Huss, R. Dalberth . Row 9-J. Gray, R. Mecouch, D. Streich, B. Epwright, E. Reeves, J. 
Zona, J. Weave r. Row IO-K. Yorgey, Z. Maguire, A. Arndt, S. Rossi, T. Cushmore, B. Miles , A. Glass, J . Duffy . Row II-D. Bennett, S. Hoyer, R. Baranzano, D. 
Haberstump, J. Mills, T. Mattingly. Row 12-B. Ashby, J. Rodgers, N. Tighe, E. Leggett, S. Wooley, l. Monahan, B. Clark, T. Tourtellote, F. Narog, B. Spencer, S. 
Sweet, D. Jacobs, B. Boaman. 
All for one; . one for all! After a successful orientation pro-
gram, the Class of 1971 soon became active in Ursinus cam-
pus activity. Their enthusiasm was displayed by the Parent's 
Day step show and the traditional march onto the field. Home-
coming was celebrated with a ten-foot paper megaphone 
float, spirit hats and a 100 foot spirit scroll urging an Ursinus 
victory the length of the field. 
The Thanksgiving mixer and the Paisley hat hop both 
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proved to be successful in providing a pleasant weekend 
activity on campus. 
February tenth marked the opening of "The Third King-
dom," an on-campus psychedelic night spot. Through the 
efforts of volunteer workers under the leadership of Stu 
Sweet, class president, "The Third Kingdom" provided the 
students with a unique experience. 
Freshman Class 
CLASS OFFICERS-Stuart Sweet, president; Marianne Rozycka , secretary 
(missing-David Fritzsche, Paul Kingsberry) . 
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John Em ig 
Orientation 
30 
fic Marotta Jean Stettler Sharon Teitsworth Lynn Talley 
(Missi ng-Joe Miller) 
The work of the Central Coord inating Committee starts 
in the spring, before freshmen arrive on campus. The 
committee's project entails choosing women and men 
to help carry out the program and selecting an ambitious 
list of events to keep the freshmen active with the start 
of the fall semester. 
The purpose of freshman orientation is to assist the 
freshmen in developing the correct attitude and. respect 
towards the freedoms (?) of college life. Th rough the 
aid of the c.c.c., the Class of 1971 has achieved school 
spirit and class unity. 
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DOT VOELKER Beta Sigma 
Lambda 
BETSY MILLER Delta Pi Sigma 
SUSAN PASIMENI Alpha Ph i Epsilon 
Homecoming 
HARRIET METZGAR Sigma Rho Lambda 
DIANE WIDMAN Delta Mu Sigma 
PAT PRICE Zeta Chi 
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Kenneth Walker Memorial Trophy JOSEPH CORVAIA 
Curtain Club 
Productions 
The Visit 
Luther 
137 
Matchmaker 
138 
Spring Festival 
Row I-Betsy Flynn, Edie Miller, Elaine DeBoy, Gail Hagy. Row 2,.-
Barbara Bruzgo, Harriet Metzgar, Queen Helen Dix, Betsy Miller, Holl y 
Zehl. 
-
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Junior Prom 
In January the W illiam Penn Inn shone romantically with 
the "Candlelight and Roses" of the J unior Prom . The love liest 
rose of them all , Miss Holly Zehl, was crowned queen, as 
she and her court- J udy Kapuscinski, Marilyn Sa rset, Barba ra 
Bruzgo, and Marty Bressler- danced to the music of the Bel-
Aires. 
Christmas 
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Senior Ball 
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Row I-B. Bald, C. Haas. Row 2-E. Yost, H. Marcy, S. Yamamoto, C. Carl . 
Row 3-S. Yeakley, G. Myers, T. Cassano. Row 4-B. Rose, S. Totaro. Row 
5-D. Bartell, S. Butler, G. Bolitho. 
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Campus Chest 
Spring enthusiasm at Ursinus is provided with a suitable 
outlet in activities for Campus Chest, Ursinus' annual char-
ity drive. This April, students and faculty gave their 
support to charities on local, national, and international 
levels . Sue Butler and G il Bol itho, co-chairmen, captured 
interest and extra money with a Bonnie and Clyde Fashion 
Show, Light Show and Happening, the faculty vehicle 
race and a W. C. Fields movie to name a few . Sororities 
and Fraternities manned Carnival booths, washed cars, 
and sold slaves to the highest bidder to contribute to the 
drive's success. 
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ISO 
Scott Pierce 
Scholarship Concert 
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COUNCil: Row l - M. Shank, Y. Roth, l. March, R. Miller, B. Mil es, E. Ruoss, 
J. Emig. Row 2-B. Wagner, M. Murphy, E. Hopkins, P. Sell. Row 3-
J . Mill e r, F. DiNoia, T. Dean. 
U.S.G.A. 
OFFICERS: Row l-T. Dea n, P. Sell, E. Hopkins, M. Murphy, l. March , J . Mill e r. 
REPRESENTATIVES: Row l-M. Murphy, P. Sell , l. March, J. Mercer, J . Stettler, E. Hopkins . Row 2-T. Dean , J . Emig, Y. Roth, B. Wagner, M. Hess, R. Miller, G. Hoffm an, 
M. Shan k, R. Keehn, F. DiNoia . Row 3-R. DiEugenio, D. Gillespie, J. Miller, V. Marotta, H. Smith, R. Behenna, R. Miller, B. Miles, E. Ruoss. 
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The newly formed USGA demonstrated its poten-
tial as a strong voice of student desires. A foundation 
was built during 1967-68 for the most important stu-
dent organization in Ursinus' history. The Student-Fac-
ulty-Administrative Relations Committee accomplished 
a great deal in bringing the three branches of the 
Ursinus community together while eliminating prob-
lems of common interest. Ground work was estab-
lished toward areas of future significance, and efforts 
are going to be directed toward Dialogue, and the 
raising of the Student Activities Fee in order to attract 
more entertainment and activities on the campus. 
Th is year's "Y", under the leadership of Margie 
Atkinson and Dick Behenna, presented a variety of 
programs concerned with areas of current interest 
to all. Freshman Camp enabled those who attended to 
meet professors and upperclassmen in an informal 
atmosphere. During the year, speakers included a 
Conscien t ious Obiector who spoke on draft resistance; 
Dr . Pezzi, a M .D. recent ly back from V iet Nam; and 
Tom Sk inner, on the Negro in the ghetto. The pro-
gram fo r the year was a success. 
Y.M.CA. 
Richard Behenna and Margue rite Atkinson, Co-presidents. 
Seated-B . Garner, R. Alle n, J . Merce r, K. Cla rk. Standing-R. Behenna, R. Robinson, J . Small, R. Barrett, J. Corbin, M. Mays, B. Gerson, R. Moore, 
M. Rogas ner, M. Atkinson, M. Be rry. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF-M. Lowenstein, R. Milne r, M. lichtens tei n, H. Forman, T. Bake r, 
J . Gray, W. Frick, G. Epl e r. 
Ruby Staff 
Editors-in-chief .. . ... . ...... . . . . . . . ... . .. Janis Van Horn (2) 
John B. Darrah, II (3) 
Business Managers .... . ........ ... ... . . ... . . Jim Earhart (9) 
Pug Fielding (1) 
Frank Lyon (6) 
Layout Editors .. .. ........ ... ...... ..... ... . Sandy Rule (7) 
Helen Dix (10) 
Copy Editor ... .... . ...................... ... Pat Price (12) 
Photography Editor ............ . ... . . . .... . Eli se Hopkins (13) 
Senior Write-ups .... ... ...... .......... . . ... Dot Voelker (5) 
Activities . . ........ .. ..... . ... . .......... .. Ca ro l Schea (4 ) 
Sports . . ...... . .. ... ..... ......... ... . .... Josi Short (11) 
Bil l Marts (8) 
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Row l-J . Dav is, L Richtmyre, L. Diskan. Row 2-J . Schneide r, H. Smith , K. Macleod, T. Coyne, A. Gold , R. Meals, F. Jacob, S. Royac k, 
V. Van Horn, M. Callahan, W. Ga inna ttasio, J . Gray . Row 3-B. Jackson, L. March. 
Weekly 
Herbert C. Smith 
Editor- in-chief 
Kenneth Macleod 
Feature Editor 
Judy Schneider 
News Editor 
Lantern 
The Weekly, under the guidance of one Herbert 
Smith, m ade students aware of current events on 
th e campus by printing many diversif ied news items 
and many not so diversified editorials. Many students 
took advantage of the "Leiters to the Editor" to voice 
their own opinion, and consequently, created con-
troversy among students and faculty alike. 
A s the campus literary publication, the Lantern at-
tracts the crea tive elements of the Ursinus population 
and reveal s them all in its fall and spring issues. 
Arou sing campus political opinion and in tere st 
th rough i ts issues, Focus' sta ff and contributors pre-
sented many varied views on national and internation-
al politics. Of particular interest to the staff in the 
spring were the activi ti es of hopeful presidentia l 
candidates in their campaigns during th e state pri-
maries. 
Focus 
Seated-B. Er b, S. Negus. Standing-R. Holliday, l. Diskan, S. 
Kegerise, L. Richtmyre, W. Eggleston . 
c. Ledbette r, D. Kaplan, A. Mille r, M. Meye rs, G. Bronson, J . Pierce . 
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Chapter 
E. Kabcenel, R. Tietjen, L. Pyle, L. Dettery, J . Johnston, L. Bernstein, C. Meredith, T. 
Rupp. Missing : A. Smith, C. Frost, T. Mill e r, F. Savitz, A. Anderson . 
Seated-J. Gabel , T. Dean, E. Ruoss, D. Scott, R. Compton, 
R. DiEuge nio. Standing-G. Berman, E. Pa isley, F. DiNoia, 
Cub and Key 
J . Corbin, H. Smith, J . Blore, J. Picconi, E. Ruoss, K. Macleod, D. Bartell, J. Miller, L. Adams. Missing: R. Compton, J . Gabel, S. 
Koch, F. Jacob, R. Robinson. 
Stuics 
Blore, D. Cohan. Mi ssing: B. Jackson, W. Kealey, M. 
)lIock, E. Searfoss. 
This year thirteen members of the Class of 1968 were 
named Chapter Scholars . The Chapter, organized by a 
group of Ursinus faculty holding Ph i Beta Kappa keys, 
recognizes those members of the Senior Class who have 
attained high intellectual achievement. 
The Stuics is a group of Junior and Sen ior men who, 
by means of regular meetings, try to improve student-
faculty relations. It is in teresting to note that the name 
Stuics represents " The Society to Transform Ursinus Into 
a College." 
The Cub and Key is the honorary men's scholastic 
society. Its members, announced annually at the Senior 
Ball, are chosen from the Junior men with high averages 
who are active in extracurricular activities and have made 
a con tr ibution to the college. 
Each yea r at the Lorelei, Junior women await announce-
ment of the new Whitians. The society is composed of 
those women w ho have shown outstanding scholarship, 
character, leadership and service. Each semester the Whi t-
ians hold a tea to honor women w ho have obtained a 
high average the preceding semester. 
Whitians 
Sea ted-B. lewis, S. Neff, C. Frost, l. Dettery, N. Coleman, l. Hanth. Standing-B. Miller, l. Pyle. Missing : A. Anderson, J . 
Moser, A. Smith, M. Berry, B. Bingama n, N. Holl and, C. Mart in . 
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Bible 
Fellowship 
Row J-T. Potte r, J. Thomas, S. Decker, J. Store r, J. Stauffer, P. Wright, J. Floyd. Row 2-T. Mattingly, 
R. Nie meye r, R. Moore, J. Corb in, J. Davis, L. Campanaro. Row 3-K. Guistwite, C. Dear, R. Taylor, R. 
Mill er, R. Stiles. 
Canterbury 
Club 
The Bible Fellow ship of the college consists of 
a group of devout students w ho meet w eekly 
to discuss rel ig ion and the Bible and their rela-
tions to the modern world . 
Maril yn Manning, J. Davis. 
D. Hedman, D. Gillesp ie, J. Jennings, D. Ba rte ll , R. Pa rker, J . Sammis, R. Ruhlman, 
F. DiNoia . 
Economics 
Club 
The Economics Club of Ursinus College ex ists 
to supplement the classroom activit ies by provid-
ing programs which enlighten students concerning 
careers and present-day business conditions . This 
year the main function was to sponsor and or-
ganize, in cooperation with the Placement Office, 
a two-day program designed to introduce students 
to the offerings of the business world. Representa-
tives from all fields of business and governmental 
agencies attended these Career Conferences to 
make them one of the most successful and worth-
while events on campus . 
The English Club usually meets at the home of 
Dr. Yost in an atmosphere of congenial discussion 
often not found in the classroom. With slide t rips 
through the British count ryside and general talks 
on all areas of literature, the Club members find 
a pleasant extension of their study. 
English Club 
Row· / - K. Clark, L. Cla rke, L. March, M. Manning. Row 2-L. W albert, S. Gr un, L. Pyle, C. Schea. 
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Meistersingers 
Row I-Dr. Ph ilip, J . Small, N. Ki efer, T. Mooe rs, S. Groff, D. Engler, P. Folk, E. Kreis inger, l. Pyle . Row 2-l. Adams, B. l ewis, S. Spohn, P. 
Gillespie, J. Ha usman, J . Deleon, M. Finan, N. Shump, C. l enich. Row 3-M. Smith, T. Potter, A. Johnson, R. Faunce, S. Kegerise, J . Harold, 
M. Neely . Row 4-J. Daniels, l. Harris, J. Everly, R. Frank, R. Sands, l. Croppe r, J . Storer, S. Holbrook. Row 5-C. laBar, L. Campanaro, R. Mecouch, 
T. Fagley, J. Storer, W. lysinger, P. Pyle, l. Foley. 
The Meistersingers is a mixed choir of approximately forty 
voices, directed by Dr. William F. Philip. The organization repre-
sents the spontaneous banding together of those who sing mainly 
for the joy of music. Each spring the Meistersingers make a con-
cert tou r through some area of the Eastern states. Th is year a 
series of 13 concerts were given, six of them in the Maryland-
Washington, D.C. area . 
Pi Nu Epsilon 
" 
Row I-P. Folk, D. Green, J. Deleon, B. l ewis. Row 2-S. Groff, M. Finan , B. Bingaman, T. Mooers , W. l ysinge r, E. Kabcenel, l. Pyle. Row 3-
R. Sands, E. Kreisinge r, D. Smith, C. lenich, T. Scull, l. Kapp, D. Engler, S. Decke r, J. Small , K. Guistwite. 
Sigma Xi 
Row I-Dr. Snyder, Miss Barth, Dr. Howard , Mr. BreMiller. Row 2-Dr. Heilemann, Dr. Dennis , 
Dr. lewis, Dr. Schultz, Dr. Staiger. 
Gamma Chapter of Pi Nu Epsilon, 
the national honorary music frater-
nity, tries to promote musical activities 
and organizations on the Ursinus 
campus. Two hootenannies, a recep-
tion for Dr. William F. Philip on his 
30th Messiah Concert, the annual 
Inter-Fraternity and Inter-Sorority 
Song Fest, and the hosting of the Na-
tional Convention of Pi Nu Epsilon 
highlighted this year's activities. Mem-
bership in the fratern ity is determined 
by participation and leadership in 
musical organizations and academic 
average. 
Sigma Xi is the national honorary 
fraternity for scholars of the sciences. 
The newly elected members are R. 
Tietjen, J. Kravitz, M. Fleishman, R. 
Niemeyer, C. Frost, R. landis, R. 
Clouser, T. lapsa , W. Frick, R. Hol-
liday, C. Meredith. 
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L. Ewaskiewicz, P. Dugan, S. Wombwell, J . Olshefskie, E. Flynn, H. Dix, B. Bruno, D. Voelker, D. 
Wieczorek, J . Landis, C. Lu cas, C. Clunan, B. Dal berth. Missing-W. Burrill. 
Spirit Committee 
Cheerleaders 
The Cheerleaders and the Spirit Com-
mittee have seen the most support and 
enthusiasm that Ursinus has produced in 
years. Candee Clunan, as wacky Zacki 
the Bear, entertained young and old alike 
with her side-line antics; Pam Sell and her 
committee of decorators could be seen 
hanging from the goal posts along with 
their crepe paper streamers . Our winning 
basketball team was supported by the 
deafen ing beating of beer mugs, cans, 
pots, pans, and lids-bu t it was music to 
the ears of both the team and the cheer-
leaders. Thank you, Student Body. 
Row l-C. Lucas, E. Flynn, V. Craig, J. Land is. Row 2-L. Bolesta, S. Wombwell, P. Dugan, C. Clunan, H. Dix, P. Comiski. Row 3 
-J. Olshefskie, D. Wieczorek, K. Dirks . Missing-P. Sell (president). 
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Band 
Row I- P. Mell on, l. Kates, S. Decke r, S. Groff, R. Faunce, G. Dieffenbach, E. Kabcenel, S. Lynch, N. Shump , J . Kucha r. Row 2 
- R. Phi ll ips, R. Sands, B. Ship ley, D. Engle r, l. Kapp, l. Adams, (p resident ), G. Russian, R. Mecouch, D. Smi th, D. Leinbach, 
K. Hi nde, C. Ledbette r, T. Scu ll , C. Oak. 
Majorettes 
Color Guard 
B. Rose, M. Bressle r, L. Lisecki, J. Small , M. Murphy, P. Smith, K. Bergstres ser. 
For many years, the majorettes and the color guard have been 
an integral part of all Ursinus football games . Their colorful cos-
tumes enliven the half time shows. This year's majorettes, led 
by Kay Bergstresser, in it iated many new twi rling routines and 
dancing steps. Under the direction of Ellie Hyatt, the color guard 
performed precision drills and salutes . 
The Ursinus Band presents itself on campus as a marching band 
in the Fall and as a concert band in the Spring. Directed by Mr. 
Thomas R. Middleton, the Band also th is year played a joint con-
cert with the Drexel Varsity Wind Ensemble of Ph iladelphia . 
Row I- E. Hyatt. Row 2- J . Kapuscinski , C. Smith , l. Newhart, C. laBar, L. Cl arke. 
Row 3- E. Corne ll , K. Henn ia . P. Gree n. S. Royack. 
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With hard wo rk and determination the Curtain Cl ub 
fought the odds of Ursinus staging to present an ex-
cellent playbill for the 1967-68 season beginning in 
December wi th The Visit and culminating in The 
Matchmaker to make a "Wi lder" spring than ever. 
Th roughout the year the campus saw guest produc-
tion by professional and amateur groups, six one-act 
plays, some of which were by Ursinus playwrights, 
and the very d ifficult Luther performed three times in 
the Bomberger " Theatre". 
A totally new concept was introduced when the 
club sponsored contests for set and costume designs 
for The Matchma ke r, which further involved the cam-
pus in our constantly improving drama program. 
Curtain 
Club 
Alpha 
Psi 
Omega 
Mr. Ehrl ich, S. Rothrock, J . Blore, J. Windle, M. Rogasne r, S. Rul e, D. Green, ( presi-
dent), M. Young . ( Miss ing: Lee Roberts , Tom Strange, Ch ip Lambert) . 
Row l-J . Eyer, S. Grun, S. Da y, S. Roth rock. Row 2-M. Meye rs, S. Fli tcraft, Mr. Ehrl ich, J . Tomlinson. Row 3-L. Wilhelm, J. Kohls, J. Blore, (president), 
S. Rule, M. Young, L. Walbert , C. Tololli, J . Windle, S. Kegerise, F. Steckhahn, M. Rogasner, S. Roya ck. 
Women's 
Athletic 
Association 
Varsity 
Club 
K. Brown, J. Baver, J . Stettl e r, G. Steigelman, (p resident), L. Kneas , J . Broderick, J. Lip pincott , E. Soefer, K. Carson, 
B. Scott, C. Stewa rt, J. Short, S. Flitcraft , C. Silzle, C. Hornor, L. Mcintyre. 
Row I-D. Scott, (president), R. Olson, R. Adams , D. RudloH, R. DiEugenio, D. Gillespie. 
Row 2-M. Eure, D. Grau, W. Swo pe, R. MacDonald. Row 3-C. Langrall, E. Fischer, E. 
Ruoss, W. Martz, L. Smith. Row 4-R. Compton, W. Gotwals, E. Schaal, D. Whipp, R. 
Lens. Row 5-R. Gi bbons, T. Dean, J. Ketas , P. D'Achille, J . Addicks, R. Mille r, G. 
Tracey, T. Branca. 
Any Ursinus man who has achieved the status 
of a varsity participant in any sport is eligible to 
write a letter of application to the Varsity Club. 
Upon acceptance, he joins the ranks of the red 
and black sweater brigade as a distinguished Ur-
sinus Athlete. 
To retain active member in the Women's Ath-
letic Association, women must earn a certain 
number of points through participation in campus 
sports. The WAA sponsors intramural programs 
of volleyball and ping pong and naturally attracts 
its greatest turnout when, in the spring, it holds 
its annual steak and awards banquet. 
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Young Republicans Young Democrats 
C. Schea, J . Van Horn, M. Atkinson, T. Holmgren, J . Rodgers, l. Smith , (president YR), J . Picconi, (president YD), J . Tomlinson, J. 
Bolton, B. Nielsen, l. Walbert, R. Meals, R. Drumhe ller, P. Rozzelt , C. Ledbe tt er, J . Pierce . 
Despite a general lack of interest in partisan poli-
tics this year, the Young Republicans and Democrats 
gave Ursinus students an opportunity to speculate and 
support prospective party candidates for November 
'68. For the YR this meant conventions in Lebanon 
and Norristown during the school year. Collegiate 
Young Democrats, likewise, participated in an orga-
nizing effort for McCarthy. Under the auspices of Time, 
both groups pooled their manpower to conduct a mock 
primary, Choice '68, on campus in April. 
The purpose of the International Relations Club to 
foster interest in world affairs. The highlight for the 
Club this year was the trip to New York City for the 
Model United Nations at which the IRCUC represented 
the Republic of Malawi. The Club was especially im-
pressed with the interview the members had with 
First Secretary of the Malwai Mission to the Un ited 
Nations . 
IRC 
It- ... ~ ~.i -4 ~ .. ' 
:f ! -~·r 
-, 
." ,., 
D. Burkhardt, R. Meals, R. Dalton, (pr~i· 
Agency 
Row I-C. Pregmon, J. Pierce, J. Daniels. Row 2-l. Lichte nstein, N. Meritz, ( presi. 
dent), M. Lowenstein. Row 3-R. Milner, J. Kravitz. 
nt), G. Bronson, C. Carney, C. Ledbetter. 
The Agency began this year in fine style by 
bringing The Soul Survivors to campus for Home-
coming. However, they ran into an unavoidable 
snag when The Strawberry Alarm Clock broke 
its I-F contract and failed to ring. Hopefully, the 
spring will bring renewed success to the Agency's 
attempt to supply u.c. with outside professional 
entertainment. 
If you would like the opportunity to break your 
leg while skiing, stu mble around in a dark cave, 
develop fifty blisters on your little toe while 
hiking, eat burned hamburgers with Miss Barth, 
camp co-ed style, or overturn a raft while shooting 
the rapids, you might try the Outing Club. 
Outing Club 
Row I-T. Cassano, M. All en, D. Koehler, (president), T. Scull. Row 2-D. Boop, R. Rob inson, B. 
Shipley, R. All en, S. Lynch, J. Kohls, G. Myers, N. Macris, S. Decke r, S. Thomas . 
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Math 
Club 
Row 1-J. Karpinski, C. Ledbetter, R. Frank, R. Sands, D. Engler, L. Kapp, (president). Row 2-K. Kasley, S. Neff, R. Holl iday, L. 
Foley, Dr. Dennis, C. Smith, N. Macris, S. Decker. 
Brownback 
Anders 
Pre-Medical 
Society 
Row 1-Dr. Wagner, J. Kravitz, R. Tietjen, (p res ident), M. Lowenstein. Row 2-M. Fleischman, L. Bernstein, H. For· 
man, S. Gordin, L. Lictenstein, R. Milner, N. Meritz, A. Gold, M. Hauser, C. Roehlis. Row 3-C. Lecleire, J . Young , K. 
Powell, Y. Roth, J . Thawley, P. Gonnella, E. Toth, J . Stauffer, J . Storer, M. Ranck, J . Daniels, J . Floyd, B. Bald , K. 
Ra ywood. Row 4-F. Nurnberg , K. Gu is twite, T. Mattingly, S. Kravitz, L. Schnoll, R. Niemeyer, B. Ellsweig , L. Crop-
per, T. Fitzsimons, V. Tacconelli, P. Zamostein, W. Vaughn. Row 5-C. Bronitsky, R. Leman, R. Stiles, D. Dreisbach, 
W. Wilkins, T. Lapsa, J . Benne r, W. Giannatassio, T. Myers. 
Beardwood 
Chemical 
Society 
Row I- R. Faunce, Y. Roth, E. Cornell, N. Kiefer, E. loth, (president), C. Haas. Row 2-R. 
Milne r, l. lichtenstein, W. Van Saun, F. Zaengle, N. Maguire, C. Meredith . Row 3-R. Watson, 
M. Lowenstein, Miss Barth, R. Leman, C. Labaw, N. Meri tz, J. Kravitz, R. Tiet jen, D. Boop. 
Row 4-Dr. Staiger, Dr. Hess, W. Frick, H. Forman, E. Leinbach, M. Fl eishma n. 
PSEA 
The Mathematics Club presents a varied 
program of interest to all students regardless 
of their major field. With attendance swelled 
by the promise of bonus quiz points by a cer-
tain professor, interesting programs were 
planned by Skeeter Kapp. Featured in the 
sc hedule were outside speakers on current 
topics, inforr,lal gatherings with Dr. Lewis' 
d ogs and a game night to test the laws of 
proba bili ty. 
The Pen nsylvania Sta te Education Associa-
tion is the campus o rganization for students 
w ho plan to ente r the field of teaching. The 
members, by a ttending meetings, have an 
opportu nity to lea rn about and discuss new 
trend s in education. 
The tes t tube kid s d id it again th is yea r. 
Bea rdwood Chem had more of those speake rs 
whose topics are Greek to the rest of th e 
campus. They even had ste ak w hile w e had 
beef cubes. President Eil een To th d id a f ine 
job of organ izing the prog ra ms-no t to me n-
tion the picn ic in October- and next year looks 
to be just as fine a che mical sea son. 
Under the leadership of Dr .-to-be Ron Tiet-
jen, the Brownback-Ande rs Pre-Med Society 
presented programs that de lved into aspects 
of biology and medicine more specialized 
th an those found in everyday classes . These 
links with the outside professional world will 
help students uncover new interests and in-
formation helpful to their own future careers . 
Row I-A. Ande rson, (president>. C. Silzle, l. Murray, J . Thomas, J. Mercer, l. Pyle, K. Trupp. Row 2-l. Campanaro, S. Cannon, L. Walbert, H. Green, R. 
Hollid ay, E. Leve ring, S. Decker, N. Cole man, S. Mclean. 
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Spanish 
Club 
All finished with "ganas y gusto," the 
Spanish Club combined a year of service 
to others with one of personal enter-
tainment . The club received a certificate 
of recognition for their UN ICEF Christ-
mas card sales and did social work at a 
Puerto Rican center. Yuletide caroling, a 
visit to "Man of La Mancha," native guest 
speakers and popular Spanish music 
rounded out activities this year. 
Achtung! Kommen Sie, bitte to Room 
D-4 . This was an active year for the Ger-
man Club with monthly slide visits to 
Germany, a speaker from the Consulate, 
folk-singing, and Christmas Caroling . The 
highlight of the year was Heidelberg 
Abend in Reading, and two German mov-
ies. 
R. Yoder, B. Allen, K. Jogan, M. Rogasner, ( president ), S. Yeakley, B. lewis, l. Pyle. 
German Club 
Row J-W. lysinger, (preside nt ). J . Bolton. Row 2-M. Atkinson, E. Kalbach, J . Ge rsteneker, 
l. Campanaro. 
Row l - K. Baker, B. Mill er, B. Umbe rge r, (p resident), R. Nie lsen. Row 2- D. H. 
Hunter, J. Corb in, R. Clouser, R. Landis. 
Psi Chi 
The Psychology Club held several meetings 
during the year, featuring guest speakers and 
primary reinforcement (specifically-food). The 
officers of the organization were Betsy Miller, 
pres ident; John Corbin, vice-president, and Linda 
Newhart, secretary. 
This was the first full year of activity for the 
Ursinus chapter of Psi Chi , the national honor 
society in psychology. The officers, who were ad-
vised by Dr. Ridge, were Bronwen Umberger, 
president; John Corbin, vice-president and Betsy 
M iller, secreta ry-treasure r. The group held fall and 
spring initiation ceremonies, complete with din-
ners and guest speakers. 
Psychology Club 
Row 1 (seated)-T. Baker, M. Mays, S. Esslinger. Row 2 (seated)-K. Baker, H. Zehl , K. Carson, K. Hunter, R. Nielsen. Standing-B. Miller, (president), 
B. Umberger, l. Newhart, D. H. Hunter, R. Clouser, R. Olson, J. Corbin, J. Goldsmith, M. Young. 
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W.R.U.C. 
Row I - P. Roze tt , G. Eple r, R. Sands, D. Eng le r, E. Eli sweig, l. Cropper, l. Richtmyre. Row 2-T. Matt ingly, R. Frank, R. 
VonSothen, W. Frick, T. Fag ley, D. Dreisbach, T. Cassano, D. Boop, J . Karp inski, B. Sh ip ley, C. Ledbette r. 
Sailing Club 
Row I-A. McAla rney, D. Hunte r, B. Burns, A. King, P. Patton, R. Leman. Row 2-F. Nurnbe rg, S. Hoye r, T. Robinson, M. 
Alta nd, D. Be nne tt, W. Burrill, K. Hunte r, l. Cla rke, M. Poole. 
R. Mea ls, 
Firemen 
S. Koch, S. Esslinge r, J. Goldsmith, K. Schaefe r, M. Young. 
Debating Club 
, Mr. Vannucchi, D. leiby, R. Baldys. 
Moved from Derr basement to more spacious Bomberger, 
WRUC, the Ursinus radio station, has prov ided another year 
of varied and more sophisticated entertainment and service 
to the campus . 
The si ren goes off and the cross-campus sprint begins as 
the Ursinus members of Collegeville Fire Company No. 1 
dash to the firehouse on Fifth Avenue. Not content to wonder 
where the fire is, these students joineri the Company and are 
now an even more integral part of their Temporary community. 
A desire for waters beyond the Perk rallied captains and 
their crews to institute Ursinus' first sailing club . With increas-
ing interest, they look forward to bigger and better things 
to come. 
Under the leadership of M r. Vannucchi, the debating club 
ventured fo rth from the protective shell of Collegeville to 
meet their smooth speaking competitors. This closely knit group 
traveled north and south to represent Ursinus College in a 
very creditable f ashion. 
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Row l-T. Rhody, V. Seancella, P. Correll, G. Tracey, E. Fischer, R. McDonald, 
J . Ketas, T. Branca. Row 2-N. Meritz, M. Shelley, M. Shuman, R. Mill er, R. 
Steward, P. D'Achille, R. DiEugenio, T. Dean, J. Corvaia, G. Adams, F. Narog, 
R. Whatley. Row 3-Amigo, S. Cherekos, R. Cole, G. Dolch, P. Shuman, J . 
Mills, S. Davis, D. Haberstumpf, M. Mangan, J. Shober, T. Pacenta. Row 4-
R. Russell, A. Elwood, J . Addicks, G. Keyes, M. Baldwin, l. Baumgartner, M. 
Mahalchick, E. Robbins, R. Dixon, l. Schmidt, D. Shapiro. Row 5-N. Reichen-
bach, A. King, R. Peddle, G. Carey, S. · Barudin, T. Wertz, R. Chintall, E. Smith, 
W. Robinson, J. Tourtellotte, R. Kuss, R. Borneman, l. Sorber. 
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Football 
The football team, captained by Rich DiEugenio, al-
though not as successful as early reports had indicated, 
still performed with great team effort, a lot of spirit, and 
hard-nosed hitting . The highlight of the season was a 
14-0 upset victory over a powerful Dickinson team. Stand-
outs for the Bears in the '67 season were Joe Corvaia-
MVP; Ed Fischer- first team all MAC; John Toutellote- out-
standing freshman ; and Rich DiEugenio- Senior Award . 
Row l-c' Langrall , D. Grau, R. Lens, K. Bosler, W. Gotwals, R. Rill ing , H. 
Kensky, W. Swope. Row 2-W. Marts , D. Seofl, C. Fryer, G. Ka ylor, D. Rudloff, 
D. Bosle r, T. McMenamin, J . Karsnitz, R. Olson, G. Tolle rweieh, W. Kealey, S. 
Hartman, Coach Donald G. Baker. 
The soccer team th is year benefited greatly by the appear-
ance of some new faces and the return of the "old ones." They 
defeated La Salle, Villanova, and Eastern Baptist. There lI'{ere 
many tough losses and injuries, but, nevertheless, the team 
had spirit. Next year, with most team members returning , could 
be the year for soccer at Ursinus . The team has the potential 
and enthus iasm needed for a good season. 
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Coach Donald Bake r, Co·ca ptains Bill Marts and Dona ld Scott 
Soccer 
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Field Hockey. These words mean many 
things to many people. At Urs in us, field 
hockey means quality on the field, a hard-
fought victory, and, most of all, teamwork. 
Without this la st magic ingredien t you don't 
have an Ursinus hockey team. 
This year's team made no effort to break 
the tradition of victory set forth in previous 
years. The team enjoyed its fifth undefeated 
season in the past six years . Pride in the 
team is a major factor in this record. 
The team got off to a rather slow start 
against Penn and Wilson, with the Wilson 
game being won on a penalty goal by Cap-
tain Joan Moser. They then began to gather 
momentum and rolled over ' their next three 
opponents- Gettysburg, -Glassboro, and East 
Stroudsburg. After defeating Temple, the 
stage was set for the final game of the season 
against West Chester. After sixty minutes 
of hockey, the score stood at 0-0. There were 
close calls for both teams, but no one seemed 
able to score that one golden goal. It was 
3nybody's game to win . 
In post-season play Ursinus sent four girls 
- Joan Moser, Sandy Wood, Gwen Steigel-
man, and Kim Brown- to the nati.or)al tour-
nament held in Baltimore, Maryiand. As a 
result of the tournament, Joan was selected 
for the All-American Reserve Team of 1968. 
The team will lose only three players this 
year- Joan, Josi, and Mackie-and is looking 
forward to carrying on the tradition of victory. 
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Hockey 
CAPTAIN JOAN MOSER 
Row l-J . lancey, J . Broderick, l. Mcintyre, J. Moser. Row 2-K. Brown, J . landis, Coach Miss Sne ll , N. Porter, G. Steigelman, S. Wood , K. Day, J . Short. 
J.V. Hockey 
Row l-M. Berry, J. Thomas , C. Davis, J. Lippincott, J. Stettler, A. Winham, L. Kneas . R ow 2-D. Lowe, M. Allen, E. Soefer, P. Sell, J . Baver, J. Kohls, G. Hagy, L. 
Hanth, G. Myers, L. Downes , J. Malick, N. Wurst. Row 3-S. Flitcraft, C. Hornor, C. Silzle, B. Scott, M. Hunter, S. Thomas . 
The J.V. Hockey team, under the coaching of Miss Adele 
Boyd, had a sparkling undefeated season. The key to their 
success was team work. The only game they did not win was 
with Beaver which ended 0-0. The crowning accomplishment 
of the season was their 1-0 victo ry over arch rivals West 
Chester . 
The combination of Miss Adele Boyd as coach, Captain 
Joanne McNeer, experienced upperclassmen, energetic fresh-
men, and hard practices led to a very successful season for 
the badminton team . Finishing with a 6-1 record, the varsity 
lost only to Penn, while the J . V.'s came through with a 
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perfect 8-0 season. 
Despite the lack of facilities, the Ursinus girls' swimming 
team has managed to maintain a very successful record . This 
year the team was coached by Mr. Hepner F. Van Horn, 
under whose leadership the girls attained a record of four 
wins and four losses. The varsity was led by Captain Linda 
Van Horn. Ha rriet Metzgar led the diving, accompanied by 
freshman Ellen Soefer. While the J.v. team did not have a 
winning season, the girls did provide able depth to the 
Urs inus swimming team. 
Row l-l. Kneas, l. Van Horn, N. Macris, G. Staudenmaye r. Row 2-H. Metzgar, S. Decke r, E. Soefer, D. Brewer. Row 3-
D. Lowe, Y. Roth, S. Kennedy, D. Frazier. 
Badminton 
Swimming 
Row l-l. Lisecki, M. Berry, M. E. Tomasco, M. Allen . Row 2-J. McNeer, G. Myers, N. Coleman, A. Pietrobon, P. Guest, J. Ramsey, J. lip-
pincott, l. Adams, N. Wurst, E. Flynn, R. Allen. 
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Row I- J . Macminn, J. Russell, R. King, W. Fus, P. VonSothen, B. Albe rt. Row 2-V. Ph illips , T. Strauch, R. Herman, A. Walstad, D. Whipp, Coach Ray Gurzynski. 
The year 1967 was the year of the Ursinus cross-country 
team . With hardly any fanfare, our hard working "Jets" cap-
tured the praise and admiration of all who watched them as 
they won victory after victory. Under the expert guidance 
of Coach Ray Gurzynski, the Ursinus team had an undefeated 
season (13-0) topped off with a near miss-second place-
at the MAC championship. Combining amaz ing talent, youth, 
desire, and just plain guts, the "Jets" ran away with every 
meet. And as any member of the team will say, "You haven't 
seen anything yet!" Watch out for another great season next 
year. 
Cross Country 
Coach Ray Gurzynski, Co-captains A. Walstad, D. Whipp 
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Row l - C. Wolf, D. Rudloff. Row 2-D. Gillespie, E. Shaal, M. Pollock, R. Compton, S. Gane. Row 3-
Coach Warren Fry, S. Wei r, R. Day, R. Clark, C. Williams, M. Zimmerman, B. Keehn, E. l einbach, Coach 
Robe rt Hand werk. 
This year was Coach Warren Fry's best season ever at Urs inus . With team 
determination and sk ill and the long-a~a ited adven t of greater school spirit 
represe nted by the fraternity percussion 'bands, the Bears rose to second place 
in the Southern Division of the Middle At lant ic Conference. 
In the league play-offs at Muhlenberg, the Ursinus Five broke a long-term 
jinx by defeating Drexel fo r the first time since 1951 . While individua l honors 
came to Ursinus players, high scorer, Bob Compton, was chosen for the All -MAC 
first team and co-captain Ed Scha al was honored as Ursinus' Unsu ng Hero . 
Varsity Basketball 

J.V. Basketball Row J-D. Stewa rd, D. Streich, C. Wolf, F. Narog, R. Clark, G. Taylor, S. Weir, Coach Robert Handwerk. 
Wrestling 
C. Gibney, T. Fitzs imons, M. Al tland, Coach Barry Gibson, E. Ruoss , D. Grau, T. Auer, J . Duffy, J. Hoffmaster. 
This year was not begun as a building year but shortly 
after the season began it became apparent that this would 
be the trend. Following a good opening meet again~t 
Delaware, the team lost the services of Capta in Eric 
Ruoss, junior letterman Mills Eure, and Sophomore let-
terman George Eure. These three top spots were filled 
by competent but inexperienced freshmen. 
The highlight of the season was the second place finish 
in the MAC tournament by jun ior Jim Hoffmaster. Jim 
fought his way through five bouts in two days to secure 
the position. He will certainly be an asset to the team 
next season. 
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Varsity Basketball 
l. Mcintyre, G. Steigelman, J . Malick, l. Dow nes, Miss Sne ll , K. Carson, N. Porter, J. Short, J . Moser. 
The Ursinus tradition of winning 
went the way .of. all Ursinus tradi-
t ions this year for the women's bas-
ketball team. The team came out of 
the season with a 5-4 record . They 
lost twice to East Stroudsburg and 
twice to West Chester. 
Both East Stroudsburg games were 
lost in the last quarter of play. In 
both games Urs inus had the lead 
only to lose in the long run . Ursinus 
was no match for West Chester. 
Leading the team were Co-captains 
Joan Moser and Linda Mcintyre. 
J.V. Basketball 
Row l-M. Smith, J. Stettler, J. Short, A. Winham, J. Broderick. Row 2-C. Hornor, B. Scott, C. Silzle, 
L. Thomas, K. Brown, C. Davis. 
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Softball 
Row l - J. Owens, J . Lippincott, J . Stettler, J. Short, G. Steige lman , C. Carso n, J . Bave r. Row 2-S. 
Fl itcraft, L. Lisecki, L. Kates, J . Broderick, B. Scott, S. Thomas, L. Mcint yre, J. Mose r, C. Horne r, A. 
Winham. 
As usual the softball team had a 
winning season wit h a b ig win over 
Trenton State for a finale. The overall 
team record w as four wins and two 
losses (both a t the hand s of West 
Cheste r ). Graduating th is year a re 
Linda Mcintyre , J osi Short a nd Cap-
ta in Joan Moser. 
Varsi ty- (seated) - J. Stett ler, K. Brown, G. Steige lman, J . Li pp incott , S. Thomas. (S tanding)-M. Berry, 
L. Downes, C. Bryant, J . Short, K. Day, L. Mc inty re, J . Mose r. 
Lacrosse 
Although the lacrosse team had a 
winning record , as Ursinus seasons 
go, it was below par with 4-2-2 log 
and a loss and a tie to West Chester. 
The heart-breaker of the season was 
the first game with West Chester. 
With a one goal lead and ten seconds 
to go, Ursinus' defenses fai led and 
West Chester tied the game. The jun-
ior varsity squad also had a winning 
season with five wins and two losses. 
Missing on the field next year will 
be senior co-capta ins Joan Moser and 
Linda Mcintyre and senio r Josie Short. 
Junior Varsity-row I-C. Horner, C. Stewart, C. Silzle, J. Baver, P. Sell, K. Mohler, N. Wurst, H. 
Metzgar, N. Porter. Row 2-J. Broderick, K. Malick, M. Hunter, L. Hanth, J. Thomas, A. Pi~trobon, B. 
Scott, S. Wood, M. McFadden, G. Hagy, J. Owen, A. Winham. 
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Track 
Row I-B . Bennett, B. Souerwine, R. Di xon, L. Baumgartner, G. Cawthray, A. King, T. McMorrow. Row 2-E. leggett, C. Carney, B. Heisinger, R. 
Phill ip s, C. Weiland, P. VonSothen , R. Herman, B. Albert, D. Striech. Row 3-D. Mill er, A. Walstad, E. Wooley, J. Corbin, D. Kamela, D. Whipp, R. 
Miller, Coach Gurzynski. 
The year 1968 will be remembered as an unde-
feated season for a young, but outstanding track 
team-ten wins and no losses. The 44'0 relay team 
set a new school record of 42 .9 with Bryant Heisinger 
as anchor man. John Tourtellotte was the MAC cham-
pion pole vaulter. The one mile relay team of Brian 
Souerwine, Dave Whipp, Art Elwood, and Bryant Hei-
singer won a gold medal in the championships. When 
the results of the MAC Championship were announced, 
the Ursinus Trackmen won 19 MAC medals, scored 
41 points, and were third in the team scoring. 
Since most of the members are freshmen and sopho-
mores, the team has built a foundation this year and 
will most certainly attain the pinnacle of excellence 
in form, endurance, and perseverance by their senior 
year. 
- .-
• 
--
Golf 
Row l - R. Ritting, W. Grove, D. Harbaug h, D. Habe rstumpf. Row 2-
D. Smith, A. Miller, D. Hunter, D. Whipp. 
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Sparked by six returning lettermen, the baseball team swept to 
four victories in its first six games. Then disaster struck as the Bears 
dropped ten of their last twelve contests and finished with a 6-12 
overall record and a 6-9 record in the MAC. 
Individual standouts included captain and second baseman Fritz 
Light (who h it .370 and was elected the team's Most Valuable Player), 
third baseman Steve Custer (the club leade rs in slugging percentage 
and RBI 's), centerfielder V ic Tacconelli (a .320 hitter), and outfielder-
pitcher George Ta y lor. Outfie lder Barry Dickey was hitting well over 
.400 when sidelined near mid-season wi th illness. 
With Light and Dickey the only graduating lettermen , the prospects 
for next year seem very good. 
Baseball 
~~--------------------------------------------~F 
Row J-l. Spaid, T. Auer, l. Moore, W. Robinson, J. Garrell, S. Viola. Row 2-Coach Ralph Boreneman, M. Mangan, G. Taylor, R. McDonald, S. Custer, R. Honeyma n, 
R. Owren, P. Shuman, J . Duffy. Row 3-J. Basco, W. Altland, A. Glass, W. Maurer, V. Scane lla, F. light, B. Dickey, V. Tacconelli, A. Malone. Row 4-R. Williams, 
J. Malonoski. 
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Men's Tennis 
Row I-F. Jacob, D. Jacob, M. Jenkinson, R. Magel. Row 2-R. Tie ' jen, Dr. Howard, C. Ande rson, M. Pease, A. Goldberg, E. 
Lodge, R. Gibbons . 
Women 's Tennis 
Row J- J. McNeer, N. Coleman, G. Myers , N. Holland, Jud y Storer, J . Stauffer, P. Guest. Row 2-
S. J . Kennedy, M. E. Tomaseo, E. Soefer, J . Bonkoski, Joan Storer, M. Allen, l. Adams. 
The 1968 Men's Va rsi ty Tennis Team surprised both opponents 
and skeptics by producing the best season ever in well over a 
decade. Th is winning season was primarily the result of the great 
desire by entire team to improve and to win. Senior captain Ron 
Tietjen, at number one singles and doubles, performed adm irably 
throughout the year, and Milt Jenkinson, Bob Magel, Ri ck Gibbons, 
Dave Jacob and Ed Lodge w ere all vi tal elements in the f ine 
record of Dr. Howard's team. 
If the unity, ski ll , and desire exhibited by the .netmen continues 
next year, Ursin us could prove to be a MAC con tender. 
Mud or dust courts today? No matter w hat the weather, the 
women's tennis team persisted. A 4-4 record and a thrilling vic tory 
over Swarthmore were the resul ts. Despite twisted ankles and 
misplaced persons, all girls were present and healthy and account-
ed for at the end of the season. Among the promising players for 
the future is freshman Mary Ellen Tomasco. Senior captain Jean 
Bonkoski will leave the only vacancy. Prospects are encourag ing. 
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I.s.c. 
First row- Po Schoch, S. Butler. Second row- Po Price, S. Spohn, D. Widman, N. Kiefer, H. Metzgar. Third row-H. Dix, C. Pregmon, 
(president). S. Pasimeni. 
I.F.C. 
W. Kealey, R. Di Eugenio, A. Malone, E. Ruoss, D. Scott, W. Giannattasio, J. Pote, G. Berman, (president). 
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Song Fest 
Spring Weekend 
"" ., 
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Alpha Phi Epsilon 
An award winning year for the Ape's ... Song Fest . .. Intra-
mural basketball .. , Homecoming at the Peacock Inn with our 
lovely Queen Sue Pas imeni ... Christmas party at Harry's ... A 
really great stag .. , A big year for vacations accompanied by 
demerits ... A small pledge class with room for the fall . . . 
Memorable Spring I.F .... Ugly Man contest and Carnival Booth 
. .. Dinner Dance and Shore Weekend finish the year as Apes 
climb higher than ever. 
Row I-G. Frisch, J . Hoffmaste r, M. Sayre, H. Ma rcy, D. Gillespie , J . Blore, D. Bart e ll , R. Hedden, R. lachini, J . Sammis . Row 2-D. Zimmerman, K. Distler, R. Cole . 
Row 3-D. Smith, W. Sw ope, J . Danze isen, R. Coope r. Row 4- R. Hall, J. Duffy, N. Maguire. 
Row l-R. Leman, T. Mooers, R. Barrett . Row 2- T. Robinson, W. Tompkins, A. Severance, S. Giroux, S. Totaro, W. Hill ard , J . Beck, G. Hopki ns, D. Moyer. Row 3-
l. Adams, J . Kravi tz, K. Dis tl e r, H. Marcy, R. Robinson, T. Mehan, J. Esbenshade, J. Wright, R. Py le, B. Kram. Row 4-R. Frantz, A. Craig , J . Miller, F. Lyon, J. 
Gray, J. Dori, D. Bartell, R. Behenna , M. Pease, J . Earhart, J. Heck les, A. Krick, M. Wo jtanowski, B. Miles, T. Dean, A. Pacenta, W. Burrill. 
Alpha Phi Omega Leadership, Friendship, and Service .. , getting first choice 
on the cute Frosh at registration . . , 0-69 at the Charles Johnson 
Home for the Aged . . . work projects at the S.G.F. camp ... 
Sig Nu at Pennhurst ... the 76'ers ... work projects at Mrs. 
O's, Dr. Ridge's, and Dr. Hink le's ... the end less task of chairs 
in W ismer and the TG Gym . .. painting the denti st's office ... 
learning pointers from the Eaglevi lle Al coho lics' Recuperat ion 
Center ... Fall Stag, or, Miller's Film Festival . .. Sig Nu mixer 
cozy part ies at S.G. F .. .. " Did anyone lose a pocketbook?" 
... motel parties '" bes t dinner dance yet at Stokesay Castle 
.. . the loss of our two great advisors, Mr. Waldo, and Dr. Hinkle 
- two misfortunes ... looking forward to another great year in 
'68-'69. 
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Row l - M. Finan, C. Scheo, C. Carson, J . McNamee, P. Niss ley, V . Black, M. Manning, N. Kiefer ( president L M. Poole , B. Dickerson, B. Laughlin , K. Hunter, B. 
Louv, S. Donahue. Row 2- L. Adams, J . Hausman, R. All e n, N. Myers, L. Murray, B. Mill er, P. Trinl ey, R. Nielse n, C. Smith , L. Urian, P. Patton, S. Spohn, J . Eyre, 
L. Hemmor, L. Newhart, M. Nee ley, L. Han th , C. Finkbine r, M. Col fl esh, C. Hornor, R. Miller, J . DeLeon. 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
38 birthday candles glow to begin another Sig Nu year ... 
Roaring Twenties brings ten pledges for pledgemistresses Hanth 
and Weeze . .. Honorary Sister Ruth Niel sen ... Moms and Pops 
gather at Moorehead 's ... Alumni at Milo's ... Gert dons Santa 
suit as Nancy grows antlers for Christmas dinner ... January 
brings farewell to Bobbi and Lee ... Marilyn becomes a Mrs . 
Barb and Vinnie conf ront five new pledges ... aroma of Sig 
Nu hoagies .. , Pennhurst and APO ... wash windows and 
cars for Campus Chest ... d inner and dancing at General Wa sh-
ington as new officers are proudly announced ... Ocean City 
for sun and fun ... 13 seniors bid a sad farewell ... "Joys 
we've shared toge ther will s tay within our hearts" . 
Beta Sig is back in business after a two semester "sabbatical" 
... Ho mecoming with ou r lovely queen, Do ttie Voel ker ... Get 
a horse {and buggy)??? ... Shifted headquarters to The Bridge 
... Ah! Zvarick's !!! ... A very good year for pins and engage-
ments ... Lucky 13 Club raff les a television this year (the tube 
the next) ... Di saster at the Club 200 . . . Snitz sets new Ursinus 
high-jump record ... Alfred E. Neuman Award for Song Fest .. . 
Who's got the biggest banner? .. . Horrendo pledge class, larg-
es t in eight years '" Ten new pledges f ind ou t the "bes t kep t 
secret at Ursinus" ... Spring Dinne r Da nce at Stokesay .. , 
"We're a bunch of ... sc holars???" ... Some Shady deal ings 
th is year .. , God's in His Heave n and Ital y rules the world! 
Yuki Yuk i Guffaw! Guffaw ! Larf! Larf! Ya Ho and away!!! 
Beta Sigma Lambda 
Row l-K. Fletch e r, Lad y, S. Lockyear, F. Galle, V. Marolta, C. Fryer, A . Arnd t, S. Clemens. Row 2-C. Whea t, R. Sykes, Frank, R. Patton, A . Kapce nel, 
Sam, M. Millire n, W . Burkey, A. Gl ass, R. Reid, W. Ayres, G. Stabilit, A . Openshaw. Missing-W. Grove, (p resident ), J. Ka rsni tz, C. Ba rr. 
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Row J-R. Giermann, M. Baldwin, G. Haberbush, D. Rudloff. Row 2-D. McCoy, E. Ruoss (president), B. Jackson. Row 3-M. Young, S. Weiss, H. Smith, W. 
Marts, F. light, A. Nova k, G. Keyes, W. Ashby. Row 4-C. langrali, R. Kuss, l. Schmidt, A. Pacenta , V. Tacconelii, W. Giannattasio, J. Benner, T. Alspach, W. 
Vande rlin, S. Dorfman, D. Pool, G. Dolch . 
Delta Mu Sigma The year was highlighted by: Gabel 's ghoulish parties ... 
Gio's mysterious valentine ... Giers's invisible pledge program 
· . . Light's year long crush . . , Marts' Song Fest conduction 
McCoy's evacuation to Trappe .. . Pool 's driving, dating and 
"drinking?" . . . Ruoss' executive railroading ... Savitz's fall ' 
(engagement) . . , Alpach 's sexual fantasies wh.ile commuting 
· .. Ashby's Vanilla Fudge ... Baldwin's patches ... Benner's 
sexual education .. , Cias' academic rise to 90 ... Correll 's Pa. 
Dutch flavor . . . Dixon's twinkle toeing ... Dolch (?!?) ... 
Dorfman's future railroad ing ... Haberbush's fireworks display 
· .. Jackson's Black Power putch . . , Kamela's purity ... Keyes' 
unbel ievable pledge attitude ... Kuss' I.F. Honey ... La ngrall's 
party co-ordination ... Novak's soph class v ice-presidency .. . 
Pacenta 's tackles in bed .. , Rudloff's soccer and sock- it-to-her . . . 
Schmidt's honeys at Shreiner .. , Tacconell i's "You have cancer, I 
think?" .. . Todt's visits to 942 .. . Vanderl in's motel "shank" 
Parties ... Weiss' homecoming correspondence Wertz's 
academic survival ... Young's fireman adventures ... All in all, 
a very fine year. 
Back to books wi th tans and tales of summer fun ... welcome 
Ma rg e .. , Rushing time and "sure we can fit nine-it's a station 
wagon" ... "Ou r Hero" ... Somebody- quick learn the alto .. . 
The only rus h party with a keg . .. Pledging with Lynch and 
Mean 01' Nancy ... presents from Muhlenberg .. , Two new 
mascots .. . Christmas, veterans and Valley Forge ... One fo r 
us at the Ri ch te r's .. , Mixers in "Here's barn" ... The best sur-
p rise pa rty eve r th rown-mo re pizza anyone ... Welcome Gretch-
e n to the crew '" Songfest-three cheers to Bissy for persever-
ance ... Zippers and bu ttons, shirts and starch, needles and 
thread-skirts going up , you say? . .. Dr iving through backyards 
w ith De lta Pi-where is Pennhurst? ' " Campus Chest wi th more 
spaghe tt i and go ldfish . . . "Friendship so deep, so tr ue, so long 
abiding" 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
Row l - M. Kaufm ann, K. Joga n, J . Gerste neker, C. Haas, B. Bald , S. Lynch, R. King , S. Roth rock, J . Schneide r, C. Carl , S. Butler, K. Pregmon (presid ent ), E. 
Corne ll , C. Tol olli , E. Cl ove r, N. Ferguson, M. Rogasne r, D. Krusen, D. Leiby. Row 2-P. Gille spie, J . Da niels, C. Lane, M. All en, G. Meyers, J . Small , E. Yost, 
S. Yamamoto. 
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Delta Pi Sigma 
Summer fraternity house at O . C. provided the Deltans with 
an "exciting" summer ... 1967 Homecoming Queen, Delta Pi's 
Betsy Miller ... Homecoming dinner dance at Bungalow Inn ... 
Mixers with sororities and nurses at Herc's barn .. , Many parties 
at brothers' houses ... Orphan's party at Pennhurst ... Annual 
"basket of cheer" raffle-Lizard wins ... New Year's Eve party-
Lizard wins again! .. . More pinnings and engagements and 
roses ... Rushing brings us eight new brothers and a great stag 
party . . . Outstanding pledge award to Bob PetruzZQ ... Ugly 
Man Malonski ... Dinne r dance at Springford c.c. . . . I.F. presi-
dent two years in a row . . . Good luck Nigel . .. Is this any way 
to run a frat? You bet it is. 
Row J- H. Marsella , W. Savage, G. Berman, (p resident ) G. Cawthray, R. Beidler, A. Malone, G. Eastburn, N. Tytle r. Row 2-J. Malonoski, D. Kaplan, C. 
Yerger, L. Spaid, F. Wolfinge r, D. Bosler, E. Lodge, K. Zollers, W. Gotwals, J. Orosz. Row 3-R. Guyer, C. Rochlis, S. Adams, T. LeVernier . Row 4-
S. Carr, R. Petruzzo, D. Wolfinger, T. Reynolds, S. Viola. 
Omega Chi 
Row l - C. Sorensen, A. Kinney, D. Widman, (p resident) P. Schoch, C. Hall, B. Collins, l. Shuster . 
Row 2-J. Young, C. Pizont, R. Thompson, C. Martin, M. Shank, K. Smith, S. Lambert, S. Koss. 
Row 3-S. Teitsworth, B. Wagne r, K. Selfridge, C. Chase, R. Rauch, C. LeClei re, J. Slifer, J. Olshef-
sk ie, N. Romney, S. Day, l. Davis, D. Gussoni. Row 4-S. Besinge r, l. Gambrill, K. Baker, K. Kron, 
J . Ha ley, R. Fawcett , l. Ford, P. Leopold, K. Gliw~, M. Wise, S. Bowman, l. Pumo. 
The Red Owl swings-and brings 
the Dynamic Dozen _.. plus two 
honorary sisters _.. Exercises, hair-
setting, pledge tr ips-sisterhood ... 
Sig Rho paddles ... Homecoming-
fond memories at the Inn . _. Wid, 
Queen of the Beans .. _ M ixers with 
all frats Spark le parties 
Christmas fun with Beta Sig, Santa 
Sykes and St. Gabe's ... Pollyanna's 
at Pam's ... Many engagements . _ . 
Second semester-what, no ru shing? 
· .. Winter "affair" .. . Haley's hos-
pitality _.. "Lazy Day" losers with 
itchy d resses-sundaes with Tau Sig 
· .. Old Christian Society-Basenji is 
here! ... Clarice's rhyming minutes 
· .. Carol , our Whitian ... Campus 
Chest- annual auction and House of 
the Red Owl '" Floating Treasury 
· _. Laugh In with O'Chi .. , Senior 
pledge class goes ape Hiqh 
t ime at Phoenixville , c.c. .. " O .c. 
sun 'n' fun ... Breakfast at Lewis' 
- -farewell to 9 seniors _" "Proud 
sisters all are we." 
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The year of I.B.B. . .. "Jack and 
the Cool Cornstalk" lures us the 
"Sweet Sixteen" . . . Wing-a ding-
ding all you dollies out there! 
Superpal Pas for Ape 's Queen ... 
Blue Blazers never get dirty ... Par-
ent's Day tea hosts Phi Psi Moms 
and Dad s ... Pledges uncover all 
16 Perk Clues .. . Secret Pals re-
vealed at Martha's New lion 
songbooks at the "Jungle Inn" and 
leotard-clad waitresses ... Sunken 
1700 . . . Dixie's Dad and snowflakes 
at the Inn of the Four Falls ... "You 
Make Me Feel So Young" wins Song-
fest ... Screaming Ea ster Egg Hu nt 
... The Case of the Catast rophic Kid-
napping of King Jobbie ... A quar-
ter a shine for Campus Chest . . . 
" Rose" and the "Printh" rerun .. . 
Stargazers at Stokesay Castle fo r the 
Spring Formal . . . Grethen Hinkle's 
Alley-Oop-Oop Band ... New Ph i Psi 
blankets christened on Ocean City 
sand . .. "Pals , Pals , Pals , we will 
always be ... " 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Row l-M. CuPP. B. Bruzgo, E. Hopk ins, J . Berle. Row 2-K. Bergstresser, J. Kapuscinski, J. McNeer, M. 
Murph y, C. Clunan, C. Good, M. Smith. Row 3-L. Clarke, G. Hamilton, C. l aba r, S. Grun . C. Albauqh, 
L. Kneas, B. Souders, S. Bourgart. Row 4-J. Mercer, E. Hyatt, D. Wieczorek, S. Smith. J . Short, C. Lucas. 
Row 5-L. March . M. Ranck, R. Hamburg, H. Dix , K. Thomas, H. Zehl. Row 6-A. Detwiler, S. Pas imeni, 
(president) J . Stetler, B. Flynn, G. Steigelman. 
A nother smashing year for the Rho under char ismat ic Woody 
. .. party after party ... Harriet Metzgar was our lovely Home-
coming Queen at our dinner dance at General Wash ington Country 
Club ... many field excursions to the Sanatoga Springs Rest and 
Relaxation Club ... mixers with O'Chi, KD, Phi Psi, Tau Sig and 
Sig Nu ... Super Mixer at Thanksgiving ... gurgling champion-
ships and horseshoes in the New Dorms- wait till next year .. . 
Biggy and the stag in Conshohocken-Woody was handled .. . 
nos talgic thoughts of Schwenksville ... ten supercalifragalistic-
expealidosis pledges ... The Scholarship Fund is way over five 
thousand dollars ... summer shore reunions in Ocean City ... 39 
yea rs as THE fra t on campus. 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
Row l-A. Harris, J . MacMinn, A. Klump , D. Grau, E. Paisl ey, ( preside nt ) W. Cromie, R. McCormi ck, M. Farbs te in, T. Dea n, F. DiNoia, W. McC lain, P. Moore, J . 
Rodge rs, l. Smith, W. Nonn emac he r. Row 2-T. Judd , R. Ad ams, M. Eure, D. Cohan, G. Eu re, G. Kay lor, G. Hanf, P. Stocket t, D. Wills, B. Miles, T. Rhody, A. larsen, 
R. Rodriques . 
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Tau Sigma Gamma 
Summer newsleTTer ... a Bunny for a Prexy ... BW II: 
paint it green ... barbecue bash ... The Pilgrim's Progress . . . 
thirteen terrific pledges ... "I'm Going to Learn to Chug My 
Beer" ... Has anyone seen Bunny's car? ... Homecomely Queens 
Dot, Pat and Harriet ... a pumpkin tree grows in Beardwood ... 
fire drills and P.e. pars ... Christmas with Demas and Reading 
tots ... Santa arrives at Hartman's . . . Formally Forever ... 
Marybeth, NYC, Mama Leone's and Ralph . . . pine-yata ... Lore-
lei shishkabobs ... "A World of O ur Own" wi th sparkling sundaes 
... Walebe's zoo . . . many fine mixers ... Cleaning Cars and 
Counting Cones for Campus Chest ... away we go to Tally Ho 
. .. Uncle Ace ... suds, cars and more cars with Demas ... 
Green Thumb Treats on sale in the rain ... fun in the sun at 
O .e.N.J. ... Parting Party for Senior Sisters ... "The chains 
that bind us, we link to you." 
Row I-P. Price, J. Van Horn, P. McLaughlin, C. Biever, P. Sell, M. Reed, M. Bressler, C. Williams, C. Parisano, "". Crosley, H. Metzga r, (presid ent ) B. Rose , 
J . La nd is, L. Bolesta. Row 2-S. Hartman, M. Watson, P. Comiski, G. Hoffman, L. Dettery, M. Atkinson, L. Lisecki, S. Wombwell , D. Brewer, P. Duga n, M. Be rry, 
N. Port e r, L. Van Horn. Row 3-S. Gladfelte r, M. Sarset, M. Hess, D. Stratton, B. Garner, K. Hennig, L. Talley, K. Day, S. Trex le r, J. Winter, J. Moser. Missing-
M. Cuthbert, C. Lawrence, D. Voelker. 
Balcony-R. Miller, R. DiEugen io, J. Kyack, D. Harbaugh, J . Pote, (president), J . Zehner, J . Shober, J . Corvaia . Row I- S. Gane, J . Carpente r, J . Branca, R. 
McDonald, J . Add icks, D. Roxberry, J . Ramsey, M. Callahan, R. VoII, G. Tracey, J . Ketas, M. Mangan . Row 2-J. Basco, F. Callahan, J . Kauffman . Row 3-
E. Fischer, G. Adams , S. Darreff, E. Schaal, P. D'Achille, W. Muntzer, M. Urenovich, T. Schuman, R. Piffore, S. DeBow. Missing-F. Narog, J. Tourtellote, J . 
Wilcox, P. Shuma n, M. Pollack, R. Stewart, R. Rhodes. 
Zeta Chi The Croft and Mapes reign supreme ... Potey oversees orderly Tuesday night gatherings ... Duke's minutes drove to drink-
keg after keg ... Pat Price , our Queen . . . Zate date, always 
the best ... raunchy Christmas stag . . . outside the snow is 
falling and friends are calling ... P.J .'s on tour . . . scholarly Zates 
cop the grades . . . hairy buffaloes and knockout punch . . . 
Goodbye and good luck to Pit .. . ice skating on the Perk . . . 
Vin Rose . . . Winter IF and Rome never looked so good-vol-
canoes, punch , hot beef, togas . .. Vollmers Folly . .. stag, 
amazingly worse than ever ... Shorty ... buckets, bow wow, 
bricks, hot dogs, and eggs . . . Schaalies Hellweek , a good t ime 
for all . .. 7 new gold sweatshirts, a social brother, and a full 
house ... alligators . . . moral victory at Song Fest . . . Roc and 
Bud .. . to the Perk ... if you hear a noise, it's just me and the 
boys ... those lovable office girls , the horrendous show, and 
the great train disaster ... funky, funky Zetans .. . psychedelic 
Sp ring IF . . . hang . .. a truly memorable year for the brothers 
of Zeta Chi. 
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Anonymous 
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Allebach 
Mr. and Mrs. James Allen 
Mr. and Mrs. Allan G. Anderson 
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm W. Ashby 
Mr. Paul S. Balas 
Mr. and Mrs. Vivian F. Barnett 
Dr. and Mrs. George S. Barrett 
Mr. Elwood L. Beidler 
Mrs. Jeanetta R. Bicking 
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Boyd 
Mr. and Mrs. Karl O. Burkhardt 
Dr. and Mrs. B. B. Burrill 
Mr. Wilson A. Cannon 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian S. Clarke 
Mrs. Gordon S. Chase 
Mr. and Mrs. Newton K. Clemens 
Dr. and Mrs. Ambrose P. Clunan 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Compton, Sr. 
Mr. Gerald G. Correll 
Mr. and Mrs. Don F. Corvaia 
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Darrah 
Miss Elaine M. DeBoy 
Mr. Warren A. Dieffenbach 
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Dix 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Dirks 
Patrons 
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Earhart 
Mr. L. Barry Erb 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Fielding 
Captain (U.S. Navy) and Mrs. 
John H. Fitzgerel 
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis H. Folk , J r. 
Mr. and Mrs. John Francis 
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Gabel 
Mr. and Mrs. Carmen Giannattasio 
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Gibbons 
Mr. Taylor Grant 
Mr. and Mrs. William J . Grove , Sr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond E. Harbaugh 
Mr. and Mrs. David S. Hartman, Sr. 
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Hedden 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hedick, Jr. 
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald E. Hess 
Mrs. Kathryn Kendrick Hoge . 
Mrs. Carl White Huckins 
Mr. James T. Karsnitz, Sr. 
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Keyes 
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Kreisinger 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald K. Kram 
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Kuntz 
Mr. and Mrs. Francis J. Kuss 
Mr. L. W. Labaw 
Mr. Rocco Laudato 
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Levitsky 
Mr. and Mrs. Max Lichtenstein 
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Lyon 
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. MacDonald 
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Macris 
Mr. Michael Mahalchick 
Mr. Anthony John Mancuso 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald R. McLenigan 
Mr. George H. Miller 
Dr. and Mrs. Richard E. Miller 
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob E. Mohler 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Moser 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond M. Naylor 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Olson 
Mr. Ellwood Spencer Paisley, Jr. 
Miss Edith M. Patterson 
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. PetruIZo 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis E. Potter 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick J. Pumo 
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Reid 
Mr. Joseph Thomas Reynolds 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Rhody 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond G. Ritting 
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar P. Roth 
Mr. W. E. Rudloff 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Schaal, Sr. 
Mr. and Mrs. C. Harry Scott , 3rd 
Mis's Pamela Jane Sell 
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Sheldon 
Mr. and Mrs. Earle B. Shoemaker 
Mr. H. L. Shuster 
Mr. George S. Spohn 
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Stabilit 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Steward 
Dr. George G. Storey 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Thomas 
Mr. Fred G. T odt, II 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester J. T oth 
Mr. and Mrs. George M. T otterweich 
Mr. and Mrs. John F. T ourtellotte 
Mr. William H. Twining, III 
Mr. and Mrs. Earl C. Van Horn 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. Vaughan 
Mr. Russell T. Wall, Jr. 
Dr. and Mrs. John J. Wasko 
Dr. and Mrs. Fred Weiland 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Weiss 
Dr. and Mrs. Herman M. Wessel 
Mr. Corydon M. Wheat 
Mr. Richard G. Whited 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Wood 
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Congratulations from 
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
URSINUS COLLEGE 
Best Wishes to the Class of 1968 From 
THE URSINUS 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
ASSOCIATION 
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Homecoming '67 
Best Wishes, Congratulations! 
and 
Welcome Alumni! 
URSINUS COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
Joseph T. Beardwood III , '51 
President 
BETA SIGMA LAMBDA 
DELTA PI SIGMA 
ZETA CHI 
Best Wishes to the 
Class of 1968 
From 
and 
ALPHA PHI EPSILON 
DELTA MU SIGMA 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
THE INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL 
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We Made It! 
Congratulations to Us! 
CLASS OF 1971 
CANDLEWYCK INN Flowers Are Always Welcome 
Luncheons 
Cocktails 
Reservations 
679-2998 
Dining 
Lodging 
One Mile North, Green Lane, Pa. 
Route 29 
BOB AND DOROTHY SMITH-Innkeepers 
Compliments of 
BURGER KING 
Self-Service Restaurants 
CARL W. FERRIS 
King of Prussia 
Center Square 
Trooper 
Plymouth 
RISHER'S FLOWERS 
"We grow our own " 
3760 Germantown Pike 
Collegeville, Pa. 
489-4421 
FISHER'S WAYSIDE FURNITURE STORE 
Route 422, West of Trappe 
TED J. LOSCH, Mgr. 
C omplete Free Decorat ing Service 
489-9305 
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oodrlng 
FOOD SERVICE EQUIPMENT 
Union Hill Industrial Park West Conshocken, Pennsylvania 
CLASS OF 1970 
This is Earl showing 
the very latest 
in men's fashions , 
"the Nehru Shirt." 
See all the newest and 
most exciting styles and 
ideas in the men's world. 
THE STAG SHOP 
King of Prussia Mall 
Upper Level 
Show Your 1.0. and Receive a 10% Discount. 
SYNTHANE CORPORATION 
Manufacturers of Laminated 
Plastics 
Oaks Pennsylvania 
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 1968 
from the 
IDEAL JEWELRY STORE 
D'S PIZZA-RAMA 
- Two Varieties of Cheese 
- Special Kind of Sauce 
- Fresh Dough Daily 
- Ten Minute Service 
Front Street 
Steelton, Pennsylvania 
347 Main Street: Next to the State Store 
Collegeville, Pennsylvania 
Phone: 489-4946 
OLD FRANKLIN PRINT SHOP 
Now Hope, Pennsylvania 
Printing Momentos on the Antique Hand Press 
"A Touch of W illia msburg in New Hope" 
Compliments of 
PROVIDENT 
NATIONAL BANK 
Collegeville, Pennsylvania 
\ 
~1 ~ ~ J 
• 
9 
New Concept in High-Speed Rail Travel 
THE BUDD COMPANY 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
SUPERIOR TUBE 
liThe Big Nome in Small Tubing ll 
Collegeville, Pennsylvania 
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THE CLASS 1969 
MILO'S COUNTRY HOUSE 
Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge 
American and Continental 
Cuisine 
Banquet Facilities 
Route 422 Limerick, Pa. 
495-7521 
TERWOOD AUTO REPAIR 
R. J. NICE 124 T erwood Road 
Willow Grove, Pa. 19090 
" Prompt and Efficient 
Service" 
Phone: OL 9-8127 
GORDON DAVIS 
Linen Supply Company 
11th at Oxford Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
SPECK'S 
PIPIN' HOT SANDWICHES 
Limerick 
489-7185 
Collegeville 
489-2110 
PERROTTO'S PIZZERIA 
Beef and Ale 
2453 Ridge Pike 
Trooper, Pennsylvania 
VINCENT J. FORESTA 
Photog raphy 
115 Main Street 
Phoenixville, Pennsylvania 
Phone: 933-6115 
OTT'S 
For Anything That Pertains to Flowers 
Compliments of 
BASCO'S FLYING SERVICE 
Pottstown Municipal Airport 
ALMA'S HAIRSTYLING 
110 Main Street 
Collegeville, Pennsylvania 
HOURS 
Closed Mondays 
Tuesday and Wednesday-9 to 5 
Thursday and Friday-9 to 8 
Saturday-8 to 2 
LUTZ'S 
Fifth and Main 
Collegeville, Pennsylvania 
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THE OLD LANDMARK 
Restaurant 
Germantown Pike 
and Trooper Road 
Fairview Village , Pa. 
277-1870 
SCHRAEDER'S 
ATLANTIC STATION 
460 Main Street 
Collegeville, Pa . 
COLONIAL HOUSE MOTEL 
Located in the Heart of Norristown 
WILLIAM W. LESHER 
General Manager 
215-279-0150 
830 Main Street 
Norristown, Pa . 
19401 
RED FOX INN 
Routes 73 and 29 
Reservations GENE C. STIMMLER 
287-9980 Proprietor 
Compliments of 
PEOPLE'S NATIONAL BANK 
Collegeville, Pa. 
Compliments of 
THE INDEPENDENT 
Collegeville, Pa. 
Publisher and Printer 
ALPHA PH IOMEGA 
National Service Fraternity 
Compliments of 
ARA Service of 
Montgomery County 
Pottstown, Pennsylvania 
MI KE'S BARBER SHOP 
476 Main Street 
Collegeville, Pa. 
Compliments of 
T. J. COPE 
Division of Cyprus Mines Corp. 
Compliments of 
The T ri-Deans 
Man Mountain 
Splash 
Flex 
PERKIOMEN BRIDGE HOTEL 
Smorgasbord 
Fri. and Sat. 4-9 Sun. and Holidays 12-8 
Dinners-Lunches-Banquets 
Private Dining Rooms 
SAMUEL CHICCARINE, Prop. 
489-9511 
Rt. 422 and 29 
Collegeville, Pa. 
JOHN WANAMAKER 
King of Prussia 
Offers a Uniqt.:e Employment Program 
for All Ursinus Students-
Work Schedules on a "Buddy" System 
Free T ra nsportation 
Excellent Wages 
Employee Discount 
Contact the Campus Financial Aid Officer. 
Congratulations 
to the 1968 
Graduating Class! 
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KEYSER & MILLER FORD, INC. 
Collegeville , Pa. 
Compliments of 
ABBOTTS DAIRIES 
COMMERCIAL PATRONS 
Bull and Barrel 
Collegeville Laundry 
Impervious Paint and Varnish Company 
Trooper Banana Company 
Zimmerman's 
LAKESIDE INN 
Gracious Country Dining Since 1798 
Route 422 
Limerick, Pennsylvania 495-6222 
WAlnut 3-3232 
GLICK STUDIOS, INC. 
Official Photographers for the C lass of 1968 
1 107 Walnut Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107 
Specializing in School 
and College Photography 
IRVING B. GLICK 
President 
Compliments of 
JAMES GAFFNEY 
Representative 
TAYLOR PUBLISHING COMPANY 
Dallas Texas 
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Many Thanks to Our Staff for All Their Patience and Hard Work 
JANIS JOHN PUG JIM FRANK 

